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Thesis Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this thesis is to add to the knowledge base on semantic
memory (SM) in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) following unilateral resection. Method:
A systematically informed literature review was completed to identify existing literature.
By reviewing the literature, a shortage of studies evaluating SM in this patient group
was identified. It also highlighted disparity in objective measurement of SM. An under
representation of subjective measurement via self-report was discovered, no apparent
reason for this was identified. This literature review informed and provided the
rationale behind a correlational study between objective and subjective assessment of
SM. Using a case series methodology, SM was reviewed in a sample of 20 people
with TLE who had undergone surgery. The aim was to compare self-reported SM
difficulties with a standardised SM assessment. Self-report was also explored using
content analysis to look at quality of life. Results: There was one significant finding
with respect to self-report and neuropsychological tests, this was between selfreported problems with ‘understanding conversations’ and The 64-Naming Test, taken
from the Cambridge Semantic Battery (Bozeat et al., 2000). Sensitive measures and
sensitive questioning of SM were found to aid identification of changes in SM. In
general, self-report ratings of memory were not significantly correlated with objective
neuropsychological testing. Exploration of self-report data highlighted that an equal
number of left (78%) and right TLE (73%) patients reported problems with SM. Five
key themes were identified representing positive and negative factors post-surgery;
emotional issues (65%) and adjustment issues (55%) predominated. Psychological
issues seemed to reflect reports of depression more than anxiety. Discussion:
Participants post-surgery were more sensitive to naming impairments than other forms
of SM impairments. Self-report of naming impairments may indicate semantic
processing difficulties, and therefore may be a valuable method to aid clinical
assessment. Conclusions: Supplementing objective measurement with sensitive selfreport assessment is useful in clinical practice.
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Paper 1: A Systematic Review of Studies Investigating
Semantic Memory Post Surgery for Unilateral Temporal
Lobe Epilepsy

This review has been written for submission of publication to
Neuropsychologia (see Appendix 1J for author guidelines) The journal was
selected as the most appropriate means of disseminating the findings from
this research as it attracts a broad audience.
Word count: 8687

KEY WORDS: Temporal lobe epilepsy, Surgery, Semantic Memory,
Neuropsychological assessment.
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Abstract
Semantic memory (SM) refers broadly to our knowledge about the world and other
concept-based knowledge. Deficits in SM are widely regarded as one of the key
defining features in semantic dementia, characterised by progressive aphasia and
associated with bilateral atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes. Anterior temporal
lobectomy is the standard treatment for medically refractory temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE). Deficits in episodic memory (EM) following surgery are well documented,
whereas SM is often reported as intact. This is inconsistent with the theoretical
standing of the role of the anterior temporal lobe in SM. It is of clinical importance to
determine whether post-surgery SM difficulties do occur, as this aspect of memory
plays a crucial role in everyday functioning. This paper aimed to review the literature
regarding the effects of surgical intervention on SM in adults with intractable TLE. A
secondary aim was to explore the use of subjective and objective measures to inform
clinical practice. Searches were conducted on EBSCO Host, PsycINFO, Embase,
MEDLINE, CINAHL, Web of Science, Clinical Evidence and The Cochrane Library.
Twelve studies investigating SM in post-surgical resection TLE patients were
identified. SM was assessed using various test materials and was not commonly
reported as impaired. Possible reasons for this are discussed, including common
representation of word finding difficulties and anomia which may mask SM
impairments, resulting in under-representation of SM impairment. The studies in this
review do not present a uniform picture and evidence for impairment is presented
cautiously.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Epilepsy
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder, with an incidence of 2-5% and an
estimated 50 million people worldwide being affected (World Health Organisation,
2001). The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) state that epilepsy refers to a
group of conditions characterised by enduring seizures in the brain, with an epileptic
seizure being defined as a transient occurrence of signs and/or symptoms due to
abnormal excessive or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain (Fisher et al., 2005).
It is not a single condition, with the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Epilepsy (2007)
noting 30 different epileptic syndromes and over 38 different types of seizures. There
are severe cognitive, psychological and social consequences of this condition (Fisher
et al., 2000); including on the individual’s education, employment, social life and
mental health (Hermann & Jacoby, 2009). Temporal lobe epilepsy is a type of epilepsy
which has a significant impact on cognitive, social and psychiatric functioning
(Hermann, Seidenberg, & Jones, 2008). Lack of seizure control is debilitating for the
individual and can significantly interfere with everyday functioning. Treatment usually
consists of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), however up to a third of individuals are resistant
or refractory to AEDs (Schuele & Luders, 2008). For these individuals, epilepsy
surgery can be an effective alternative (Engel et al., 2003). The aim of surgery is to
remove the seizure generating region; the areas usually removed in an ‘en bloc’
resection are part of or all of the anterior temporal lobe of the affected side. Surgery
has a good outcome, with 70% of patients becoming seizure-free and 95% reaching a
reduction of seizure frequency of at least 90% (Engel, Cascino, & Shields, 1998,
p.1687).

1.1.2 Temporal lobe epilepsy
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a type of focal epilepsy which originates in the
temporal lobes in the brain. It was defined in 1985 by the ILAE as a condition
characterised by recurrent, unprovoked seizures originating from the medial or lateral
temporal lobe (Commission on Classification and Terminology of the ILAE, 1989).
AEDs are the preferred course of treatment; however seizure control is not achieved
by AEDs in a third of patients with focal epilepsy (Kwan & Brodie, 2000).
9

The temporal lobes are common sites for the onset of seizures, and surgical
resection of these areas is usually offered as a treatment option for refractory epilepsy
(Ojemann & Valiante, 2006). Seizures in TLE usually originate from the mesial-basal
temporal lobe structures, including the hippocampus, amygdala, and para
hippocampal gyrus (Spencer & Burchiel, 2012). The hippocampal region is central to
memory function (Eichenbaum, 2000).
Memory complaints are common in epilepsy; these are dependent on the
laterality of the epileptic focus (Thompson, 1997, p.37), with left TLE causing more
pronounced deficits in verbal EM, and, less consistently, right TLE affecting non-verbal
memory (Hermann, Seidenberg, Schofield & Davies, 1997).
Surgery poses risks which require careful evaluation by the patient and the
multi-disciplinary team (MDT). Prior to surgery, cognitive and behavioural out-comes
are clinically assessed during the decision making process. Hippocampal sclerosis
(neuronal cell loss and gliosis) in both left and right TLE patients has been associated
with impaired aspects of semantic knowledge (Messas, Mansur & Castro, 2008). Postsurgical cognitive difficulties such as memory and language impairments pose the
greatest risk, particularly verbal memory decline (Frisk & Milner 1990) and anomia
(Bell, Davies, Hermann & Walters, 2000). Some studies report improvements in verbal
memory and full scale IQ after resection of the non-dominant hemisphere (Hermann,
Wyler & Somes, 1991). Other research suggests that no comprehension difficulties are
present (Kho et al., 2008) and no generalised SM impairment exists (Simmons &
Martin, 2009). Changes in language have not been reported consistently (Spencer &
Huh, 2008).
1.2 Semantic memory and episodic memory
Over the past 20 years SM has received increased attention, facilitated by the
rapid influx of imaging technology which enables mapping of behaviour and function.
SM is a term coined and first documented in the title of Quillian’s (1966) Ph.D. thesis,
which led to a paper on the proposed structure of SM (Collins & Quillian 1969). SM
was further distinguished from EM by Tulving (1972) and defined as a sub-system of
long term memory. EM is defined as the memory store for personal events and the
spatial relations in time amongst these, whereas SM is the memory necessary for the
use of language (Tulving, 1972). SM represents ‘organised knowledge that a person
10

possesses about words and other verbal symbols, one’s concepts and relations’
(Tulving, 1972, p.385). Examples (adapted from Tulving,1972, p.386) of individual
memory statements for EM include ‘I have an appointment tomorrow at 4pm to see my
hygienist’ and ‘I was with friends when I heard the news of Princess Diana passing
away’. As such, EM is closely linked to autobiographical events (times, places,
associated emotions and other contextual knowledge) that can be retrieved and
stated. In a memory test it may also encompass the knowledge required to remember
the words presented in a list, and the order or pairing of words.
In contrast, examples of SM (adapted from Tulving,1972, p.386) include, for
example, the knowledge that a) cats are furry animals, they have four legs and a tail;
b) chairs can come in different shapes and sizes and are associated with tables; c)
London is the capital city of the United Kingdom. All of these statements are subject to
individual conceptual knowledge and depend upon the memory being acquired, but do
not rely on personal experience in order to recall or use this information. Picturepicture matching tasks dependent on SM may require an individual to associate two
objects such as a bottle of wine with a wine glass over a distractor item (champagne
flute), or object naming, word-picture matching and the generation of exemplars on
category fluency tests (e.g. animals, vegetables etc.) (Hodges,Patterson, Oxbury &
Funnell, 1992). Overall, SM is the part of our long term memory which represents
one’s knowledge of objects, facts, and concepts and their inter-relationship (Tulving,
1972, 1983). The EM and SM systems have been described as distinct in function
(Tulving, 1972); these findings have been advanced by clinical studies and the
emergence of theoretical models of SM leading to anatomical insights (Shallice, 1988).

1.2.1 Neuropsychology of SM
SM is a critical factor in all aspects of everyday lives, therefore SM impairments
can be highly debilitating. Neuropsychological evidence from disease processes that
involve loss of SM facilitates an understanding of brain structures playing key features
in SM. This can assist clinicians and researchers to have a greater understanding of
clients and inform clinical interventions. Clinical psychologists, play a crucial role in the
assessment of language and memory problems. In addition, working with epilepsy and
other neurological conditions requires an understanding of the wider impact, for
11

example, on mental health, social, and societal factors. in order to provide appropriate
support for the patient. There have been substantial advances in imaging technology
which has led to a deeper understanding of the neural basis of SM and the causes of
progressive disorders such as dementia. Dementia affects the brain, resulting in
disturbance of multiple functions including memory (Scott & Barrett, 2007). The role of
the clinical psychologist across neurologic populations includes, providing support to
both the individual and their carers who may also struggle with the challenges posed
by loss of memory and language abilities.

1.2.2 Theories of SM
Studies in the past led to the proposal that a structure-function relationship may
exist in the brain, with specific areas of the brain being associated with particular
functions (Galton, 1883). However, with advances in neuroscience, it has become
easier to conclude that the brain is much more complex than this and that ascription of
specific functions to discrete areas of the brain is flawed (Kanwisher, 2010). Although
as a system many areas of the brain may be involved in processing of SM, there is
growing evidence to suggest that the function of the anterior temporal lobe is
significant. Over the years, many theories of SM have been proposed in efforts to
encapsulate and understand its function. Whilst original theories suggested that SM
arose from a central homogenous system in the brain with a distributed neural
architecture (Fodor, 1983), these theories have been challenged by insights from
neurological diseases which produce selective impairments, e.g. stroke (Berthier,
2001), herpes simplex virus encephalitis (HSVE) (Kapur et al., 1994), Alzheimer’s
disease (Giffard et al., 2001) and semantic dementia (SD) (Patterson, Nestor &
Rogers, 2007). Evidence from degenerative brain disease has been associated with
distinct patterns of neuropsychological deficit that correlate with the distribution of
pathology (Neary et al., 1986).

Warrington (1975) first described selective SM impairment in three patients
with semantic deficits across all modalities; however, limited neuroanatomical
information was available. Perhaps the most striking evidence comes from
neuropsychological studies of the neurodegenerative disorder of semantic dementia,
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the temporal lobe variant of frontotemporal dementia (Snowden, Goulding & Neary,
1989). These patients present with relatively circumscribed progressive bilateral
atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes, with correlating severity of atrophy in the
inferior and lateral aspects of the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) (Nestor et al., 2006;
Boxer, Rankin, & Miller 2003; Grossman, 2002; Mummery et al., 2000). On formal
testing they fail on tests of SM across all modalities and concepts: receptive,
expressive, verbal and non-verbal domains, with a striking preserved ability on other
aspects of cognition and language, for example, perceptual and spatial skills,
orientation, non-verbal problem solving, day to day memory, syntactic and
phonological processing (Lambon Ralph, McClelland, Patterson, Galton & Hodges,
2001; Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, Garrard & Hodges, 2000; Hodges et al.,
1992). SD is progressive in nature and a typical presenting feature of patients is
naming impairment (anomia), although comprehension difficulties can also be
apparent (Lambon Ralph et al., 2001; Hodges, Graham & Patterson, 1995). As such,
SD is highly debilitating, necessitating further exploration of its underlying
mechanisms. Evidence from a range of SD patient studies using advanced
techniques to assess the brain, for example magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
manual tracing methods and automated voxel-based morphometry (VBM) have shown
atrophy of the temporal lobe (Williams, Nestor & Hodges, 2005; Mummary et al.,
2000). Evidence from post mortem studies of SD patients has found widespread
volume loss relative to controls, with ATL regions most affected (Davies, Halliday,
Xuereb,Krill & Hodges , 2009). These findings suggest that SM is implicated in the
ATL, and that the breakdown in knowledge is linked to ATL damage thus leading to
dysfunction.

1.2.3 Role of the anterior temporal lobe in SM

Many theoretical models have been proposed to assist an understanding of the
role of the ATL in SM. Relevant evidence comes from studies investigating
semantically impaired patients, which also provide details on locus of their brain
lesions. As such, studies of SD patients show impairment independent of task and are
consistent across modalities (Bozeat et al., 2000), leading to the theory of a single
store of amodal semantic knowledge or a semantic ‘hub’ (Rogers et al., 2004). The
13

semantic ‘hub’ theory has been replicated in studies utilising computational parallelprocessing models (Rogers et al., 2004). There is growing evidence for the role of the
ATL encompassing the semantic hub, which is central in semantic cognition (Patterson
et al., 2007). The amodal model enables an understanding of a complex system that is
known to receive input from many modalities, e.g. sensory, motor and language, and
is able to generalise across concepts that have similar semantic significance, for
example, two items may appear dissimilar but belong to the same category (Patterson
et al., 2007). Damage to this area should result in a gradual decline in SM as evident
in SD (Rogers et al., 2004; Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008). Another theory
proposed by Damasio et al., (2004) suggests a similar function for specific brain
regions acting as “convergence zones” to bring together sensory and motor output.
The temporal lobe has connections with the prefrontal cortex and the three temporal
gyri which receive input from the crucial areas of the brain, for example, the ventral
visual processing stream, somatosensory, visual and auditory processing streams and
speech perception areas, assumed as ideal for amodal semantic representations
(Rogers et al., 2004; Patterson et al., 2007).

Converging evidence for the role of the ATL in SM has also been provided in
healthy participants using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the lateral
anterior temporal lobe (Pobric, Lambon Ralph & Jefferies, 2007). In addition, evidence
from imaging studies mainly using positron emission tractography (PET) and tasks
involving semantic processing have shown significant left ATL activation (Mummery,
Patterson, Wise, Price & Hodges, 1999) or bilateral activation (Rogers et al., 2006) in
healthy participants.

The role of the ATL in SM is clearly supported by the above patient and nonpatient groups. Unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is another condition which may
contribute to the understanding of the function of the ATL in SM. A review of the
existing evidence in TLE and SM to determine whether it is consistent with the
evidence discussed above would therefore be beneficial.

This investigation aims to systematically review the existing literature regarding
TLE and SM; a review of existing literature shows that this does not appear to have
14

been previously carried out (Appendix 1J). If SM is located in the ATL, removal of this
area should provide further insights into the role of the ATL.

2.0 Aims
The aim of this review is to assess the effects of surgical intervention on SM in
adults with intractable TLE. A secondary aim is to explore the use of subjective and
objective measures to inform clinical practice.
3.0 Design
The literature was systematically reviewed according to guidelines published by
the Cochrane Collaboration (2011). In order to achieve as comprehensive a search as
possible, searches of several electronic databases were conducted as recommended
by Whiting (2008).
4.0 Method
4.1 Search strategy
Relevant studies were identified by a comprehensive, systematic search of
electronic databases EBSCO Host, PsycINFO, Embase, MEDLINE, CINAHL, Web of
Science, Clinical Evidence and The Cochrane Library. Information was obtained on
the subject terms using the information function in the database. This provided date of
inception, e.g. Database: PsycInfo, term: epilepsy, date: 1967 to May 2012. This date
was utilised in the search criteria. The review used a subject search strategy with
temporal lobe epilepsies and semantic memory as the main search terms. The main
subject headings were exploded to include terms that mapped onto the search
strategy, e.g. epilepsy or temporal lobe epilepsy; semantic memory or memory or
semantics (Appendix 1A). Keywords were searched in all fields: surgery was searched
separately then a search for the terms operation OR lobectomy OR resection OR
excision was conducted using truncation. Once the search string was built these
results were combined (Appendix 1B). Further to a complete search of all the
databases (Appendix 1C), the results were combined using the bibliographic software
RefWorks and duplicates were eliminated (Appendix 1D).
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4.1.1 Inclusion/Exclusion criteria
Titles and abstracts were screened and studies were included if they met a
number of criteria (see below). Studies were not excluded on the basis of
methodology; however studies utilising quantitative methodology were the main focus.

The inclusion criteria were as follows:
(1) Published in English.
(2) Adult participants with a diagnosis of unilateral TLE who had undergone surgery for
seizures refractory to antiepileptic drug treatment.
(3) Presentation of original data including neuropsychological reports for this sample
pre and or post-surgery.
(4) The neuropsychological battery included a measure of SM and clearly stated this.
(5) The paper presented psychometric findings and exploration of the relationship
between TLE and SM post-surgery.

The exclusion criteria were as follows:
(1) Studies involving child participants, as epilepsy surgery in children has additional
complicating factors including differing age groups, unique surgical
considerations, detrimental effects of seizures on the developing brain, the
capacity for functional plasticity in younger brains, memory and, develop- mental
stages (Spencer & Huh, 2008).
(2) Studies not employing standard en bloc resection.
(3) Studies of late onset epilepsy secondary to other factors, for example, brain
injury.

The research to date in this area remains sparse; therefore any study that mentioned
semantics and temporal lobe epilepsy was obtained. No studies exploring SM and
surgery from a qualitative perspective were identified by the search.

4.2 Search outcome
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The search strategy produced 1,443 papers (Appendix 1C). A hand search of
Epilepsy and Behaviour and Epilepsia was carried out from April 2012 to Feb 2005 to
identify publications that may not have been identified during the search. A Google
search was conducted to identify unpublished literature, which identified one poster
which was included. The initial search output was screened by the author and 50%
was screened by the academic supervisor. Agreement on studies to include/exclude
was arrived at through discussion.
The papers were filtered as shown in Figure 1 (see Appendix 1H). Twelve studies
were reviewed
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4.2.2. Figure 1: Flow diagram of search outcome
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462 exact duplicates

981 studies left
Human
patients
with a
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of drug
resistant
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surgery &
memory

Looked at title for relevance

Only studies looking at TLE and memory

445 studies left
Looked at title and abstract for relevance

Only studies looking at TLE memory pre
and/or post surgical

273 studies left
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other
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memory

papers obtained and looked at in more
detail

split according to type of memory studied
only studies with a measure of semantic
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Eliminate
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only
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with
single
surgery
outcome

26 studies left
Only studies looking at semantic memory and resection of anterior temporal lobe
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4.3 Characteristics of included publications
In relation to study design, the twelve studies selected consisted of eight pre and -post-surgery assessments (Martin, Loring, Meador & Lee,1990; Hermann, Wyler,
Somes, Dohan & Clement, 1994; Hermann, Seidenberg, Haltiner & Wyler, 1995;
Martin et al., 1998; Drane et al., 2008; Koylu, Walser, Ischebeck, Ortler & Benke,
2008; Schwarz & Pauli, 2009; Kim et al., 2010), two case series designs (Wilkins &
Moscovitch, 1978; Lambon Ralph, Ehsan, Baker & Rogers, 2012), one cross sectional
study (Schmolck et al., 2005) and one single case study (Ellis, Young & Critchley,
1989). All studies reported using neuropsychological measures; some measures were
reported to be specifically selected for that study whilst others were part of a screening
battery for surgery. There was a small overlap between the tests employed. One study
used subjective questionnaires (Ellis et al., 1989). Two studies reported using
measures in another language (see table 3) (Koylu et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010).
Participants were reported as having TLE, anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL), or
medial TLE with or without hippocampal sclerosis. All studies reported patients
undergoing standard resection (ATL) or selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy (SAH)
(Appendix 1G). Four studies stated exploration of SM as a main aim (see table 3).
Three reported exploring semantics as connected to language, e.g. fluency. One
explored the effects of hippocampal sclerosis and surgery on different aspects of
memory; three studies looked at solely verbal or verbal and visual memory, and one
explored general memory change post-surgery.

4.4 Quality assessment
The term methodological quality is often used to refer to “internal validity”
which is the extent to which a study is free from major methodological biases
(Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). The quality of studies was assessed using a 15-item
checklist devised by the author (Appendix 1E). The checklist was based on the
premise that the studies mainly represented case control studies and they were
quantitative in nature. The Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool (Public
Health Resource Unit, 2006) for case studies was explored using guidelines
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derived from a number of sources (Greenhalgh 2001; Kitchenham 2004) on
developing quality instruments. Checklists are usually based on attention to factors
that could bias study results, including both generic and specific items. For each
item, a study received a score of one if the criterion was met and a score of zero if
it was not. A rating of ‘not applicable’ was given if the question was not appropriate
for that study.
The quality assessment was completed independently by the author and by
the academic supervisor. Further to this, scores were compared and a consensus
was reached where disagreements arose.

4.4.1 Data extraction
Data extraction sheets were used to highlight key aspects of each study
(see Appendix 1F). The following information was extracted and recorded from
each paper: title; author(s); year of publication; study objectives; design; measures
of memory used; sample size and key findings.

4.4.2 Quality appraisal
As research into the area of SM and TLE is still in its infancy, all studies
explicitly testing for semantics, including semantic fluency, were included. Table 1
shows that all of the studies clearly defined their target population, defined their
objectives, used an appropriate design to address the study question, defined their
outcomes, used subjective/objective measures across all their participants, used
an appropriate analysis and gave a description of this, and addressed limitations
where appropriate.

4.4.3 Data synthesis
A systematic review and synthesis of the research findings is provided to
help summarise and identify key strengths and limitations from the included
studies. This method was considered most appropriate given that there was
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limited data that could be pooled because of heterogeneity in study designs and
outcome measures.

4.4.4 Synthesis of results
(Please refer to Table 1 and Table 2)
The studies scored between 9-14 out of a possible 14 or 15 on the quality
checklist. The samples were primarily from epilepsy clinics; eight studies provided
details on the selection process of participants. All of the studies defined the target
population, but none provided details of the power analysis used to determine
sample sizes and therefore it is not possible to comment on this aspect. All studies
provided clear objectives and a rationale for their study design choice. All the
studies addressed the study question and used subjective or objective measures
(see Table 2). Only two studies made any reference to the reliability or validity of
the tests used (Drane et al., 2008; Lambon Ralph et al., 2012); the measurements
were used across groups as appropriate. Seven studies used a control group
(Wilkins & Moscovitch, 1978; Ellis et al., 1989; Martin et al., 1990; Drane et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2010; Lambon Ralph et al., 2012; Schmolck et al., 2005). Two of
the studies did not make any explicit reference to possible confounding factors
(Wilkins & Moscovitch, 1978; Schmolck et al., 2005). Only one study (Koylu et al.,
2008) included a follow up design. The analysis was described appropriately for all
the studies. All studies addressed study limitations except one (Wilkins &
Moscovitch, 1978).
For the purpose of this review, attention was paid to the following: sample
size, interval between surgery and post-operative testing, measures used to
assess semantic memory, semantic memory outcome, findings in line with the
current literature, and predictive factors (see Appendix I).
The sample size of the studies ranged from 1-101 (mean = 42, SD = 32). The
single case-study (Ellis et al., 1989) reported a right temporal lobectomy patient,
with no selection justification.
All patients were split according to right or left seizure onset (See Appendix
I). Eight studies employed a pre and post study design; time to post-surgical re-
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test varied with one study re-testing one week after surgery (Martin et al., 1990).
The impact of testing at the acute stage of resection was discussed and
justification offered by the authors. The acute stress of surgery and anaesthesia
on cognitive performance is well documented (Hanning, 2005); a gap of at least
one year is reported as ideal (Hermann et al., 1999). Three studies reported
testing at six months post-surgery (Hermann et al., 1994; Hermann et al., 1995;
Schwarz & Pauli, 2009), two studies reported testing up to 12 months after surgery
(Martin et al., 1998; Koylu et al., 2008) and two reported testing at one year post
surgery (Drane et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010). In one of the studies (Ellis et al.,
1989), a single patient was tested 14 years post-surgery with no pre surgical
testing reports. Wilkins and Moscovitch (1978) tested between one and 21 years
post-surgery. Post-surgical testing was reported at least one year later in the
remaining studies (Lambon Ralph et al., 2012; Schmolck et al., 2005) with no pre
surgical testing reports. Two of the studies consisted of data, which was in-part
from the same sample (Hermann et al., 1994; Hermann et al., 1995).
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4.4.5. Table 1. Checklist results: Quality of studies
Wilkins &
Ellis et
Martin Hermann Hermann Martin
Criteria
Moskovitch
(1978)

al(1989)

et al
(1990)

et al
(1994

et al
(1995)

et al
(1998)

Drane
et al.
(2008)

Koylu
et al
(2008)

Schwarz
& Pauli
(2009)

Kim et
al(2010)

Lambon
Ralph
et al
(2012)

Schmolck
et al
(2005)

Is the population clearly
defined?

























Is the selection process of
participants described?

























Are the objectives of the
study defined?

























Is the design appropriate?

























Did it address the study
question?

























Are the outcomes clearly
defined?

























Did they use subjective or
objective measurement?

























Justification of
validity/reliability of
measures?

























Are the measurement
methods similar across
groups?



N/A





















Was a control group used?
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N/A















N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Is the analysis described?

























Is the analysis appropriate?

























Are any limitations of the
study addressed?
Percentage of maximum
quality of score
Marks lost

























10/14
71%
4

11 /14
78.5%
3

12 /15
80%
3

12/15
80%
3

12/15
80%
3

12/15
80%
3

14/15
93%
1

13/15
86.6%
2

12/14
85.7%
2

13/14
93%
1

13/14
93%
1

12/14
85.7%
4

Have the authors identified
possible confounding
factors in the sample or
design?
Was there a follow-up?

Present;  absent; N/A, not appropriate.
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Mean
84%
Mean
2.5

4.4.6 Subjective and objective measures
(Please refer to Table 2)
The 12 studies utilised various standardised neuropsychological tests, to
measure different aspects of memory including SM. The number used ranged from
three to 13 and consisted of pre-surgical and post-surgical assessments. Eight
studies reported pre surgical assessment data (Martin et al 1990, 1998; Hermann
et al, 1994, 1995; Drane et al., 2008; Koylu et al., 2008; Schwarz & Pauli, 2009;
Kim et al., 2010); four studies reported IQ scores using a version of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS or WAIS revised; Wechsler 1981, 2008) (Ellis et al,
1989; Hermann et al, 1994; 1995; Martin et al, 1998). One study reported using
the German multiple choice vocabulary intelligence tests (Mehrfachwahl
Wortschatz-Intelligenz test) (Schwarz & Pauli, 2009); for the three remaining
studies it was not possible to ascertain which measures of IQ were employed. One
study reported post surgically on IQ utilising the WAIS (Wilkins & Moskovitch,
1978). The findings of the studies reported depended on a number of validated
measures to assess SM and other aspects of memory.
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4.4.7. Table 2. Overall methodology and results summary for twelve articles on SM
Study
Wilkins &
Moscovitch,
(1978)

Participants
TLE

Objectives
SM impairment after
temporal lobectomy

n
22

Design
Caseseries

Measures
Wechsler-Bellevue intelligence, cued-naming,
Living/man-made drawings, un-cued naming,
larger/smaller drawings, living, man- made
words, larger/smaller words

Ellis et
al.(1989)

TLE

Explore memory
impairment further
to surgery

1

Case
study

Martin et al.
(1990)

TLE

Testing word
fluency in TLE both
formal and semantic
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Pre/Post

WAIS, WMS, NART, Rey figure, faces line-up
test, names line-up test, Famous voices test,
The Famous personalities test, Dead-or-Alive
test, Object naming, Category membership
decisions for living & non-living , Famous
animals, Famous buildings, monuments, old
product names, QA
Controlled oral word association test (MAE) &
Semantic fluency task, IQ

Hermann et
al.(1994)

TLE

62

Pre/Post

WAIS-R, CVLT, MAE FRT, Line Orientation,
Snellen eye chart

Hermann et
al. (1995)

TLE

Testing word
fluency in TLE both
formal and semantic
Age at onset,
chronological age
and pre and post
verbal memory

101 Pre/Post

WAIS-R, CVLT, WMS, MAE (visual naming)

Martin et al.
(1998)

ATL

Characterise
patterns of base
rate change on

101 Pre/Post

WMS (logical memory, visual reproduction)
WAIS-R, CVLT,BNT
26

Results/conclusion
Left impaired at naming
un-cued
drawings, also classifying
as living or
man-made. Selective
impairment in SM
Loss of biographical
knowledge. No generalised
SM deficits for living things

Language dominant
resection
associated with
postsurgical language
deficit
No effect of hippocampal
pathology on immediate or
SM. No SM impairment.
Left ATL decrease in EM
indices but
not on SM

Decline in verbal semantic
& episodic
memory tasks in left ATL,

measures of verbal
& visual memory
after ATL
Category-specific
naming and
recognition deficits

Drane et al.
(2008)

ATL
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Pre/Post

BNT, Category-specific famous faces,
animals, objects, naming, recognition, MAE,
Fluency, FRT, Line Judgement

Koylu et al.
(2008)

TLE

Relationship
between MTL
activation and
verbal memory
performance

26

Pre/Post

IQ, CVLT (German version), Adapted versionSemantic decision & tone decision task
(Binder et al, 1997), fMRI

Schwarz &
Pauli (2009)

TLE

Functional
58
relationship
between post operative object
naming & semantic
phonological speech

Pre/Post

BNT, Auditory & visual speech comprehension
test for word meaning, Auditory
comprehension test for words, Word
production test, Verbal intelligence
(Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-Intelligenztest)

Kim et al.
(2010)

mTLE with
HS

Brain plasticity
associated with
semantic aspects of
language function
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Pre/Post

Language tasks ( Korean); sentence reading,
pseudo-word reading, word generation, fMRI

Lambon

TLE

Test SM directly in
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Case-

Camden Recognition memory Battery
27

decline in immediate &
delayed episodic in right
ATL
Category-specific naming
and
recognition deficits in ATL,
missed by
BNT. No general SM
impairment. Anomia may
reflect SM problems
Correlations between MTL
activation
and both preoperative and
postoperative verbal
memory.
Lateralisation of SM
Naming decline postsurgery in left TLE,
association between postoperative
naming decline & impaired
semantic
functions
No difference was noticed
in activations
pre surgery. Surgery did
not alter the phonologicalassociated activations.
Reorganisation of SM
network
Evidence of semantic

Ralph et al.
(2012)

Schmolck et
al. (2005)

TLE following
surgery

TLE(Pre/Post) Compare SM in left
& right TLE & the
impact of surgery

40

series

(words/faces), digit span (forward/backwards),
Rey Figure, Raven’s coloured progressive
matrices, Cambridge Semantic Battery 64
picture naming, Object action-to-picture
matching task, word-picture matching, GNT,
GFT, 96 Synonym judgement, Numberdecision task

Crosssectional
study

Naming to picture, naming to definition,
definition to picture, IQ

memory impairment

Naming to picture
impacted by surgery
in dominant ATL, pre and
post ATL difficulty with
definition task
Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE); SM (SM); Anterior Temporal Lobe (ATL); Medial Temporal Lobe (MTL); Medial Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (mTLE);
Hippocampal Sclerosis (HS); Episodic Memory (EM); California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT); Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS; WAIS-R is
revised); Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS); Boston Naming Test (BNT); Graded Naming Test (GNT); Graded Faces Test (GFT); National Adult
Reading test (NART); Facial Recognition Test (FRT); Multilingual Aphasia Examination (MAE); Questionnaire (QA)
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4.4.8 Memory & language outcome
Two studies reported no change in SM following surgery (Herman et al.,
1994, 1995). Two studies utilising fMRI reported change but in the semantic
language network, indicative of compensation or functional recovery and
reorganisation following surgery (Koylu et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010). Schmolck et
al. (2005) reported findings on SM as incomplete; however, they suggest that
patients’ ability on SM tasks decreased further to dominant ATL resection. Five of
the studies provided some indication of SM impairment. Martin et al. (1990)
reported that formal and semantic based word fluency performance was affected
regardless of language laterality; language dominant resection is associated with
postsurgical language decrease. Martin et al. (1998) reported no change in SM in
the right resected TLE group, but found a decrease in the left resected group.
Three studies found category specific deficits including category differentiation of
semantically related objects (Schwarz & Pauli, 2009), and category specific
deficits for naming animals and famous faces (Drane et al., 2008) implicating SM
decrease.
One study concluded that their participant had generally good memory and
did not have generalised SM impairment, but this was decreased when retrieving
specific knowledge, for example, regarding famous people and famous animals
(Ellis et al., 1989). The authors were inconclusive regarding the nature of the
deficit between a semantic store impairment versus impaired access to the store
itself, concluding that their participant had suffered damage to the SM system with
the synthesis of episodic and autobiographical memories. The authors also used
two subjective questionnaires that showed good agreement with the formal test
results. Significant decrease in SM post-surgery was reported by two studies.
Wilkins and Moskovitch (1978) found that patients who underwent left temporal
lobe resection exhibited selective SM decrease involving the classification of
figures and names, and Lambon Ralph et al. (2012) reported that all participants
had decreased SM compared with performance on non-semantic tasks. Overall
the studies in this review utilise different measures and are not comparable due to
heterogeneity.
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The studies reported in this review are generally consistent with the existing
literature regarding the outcome of surgery in TLE, which report naming deficits
(Wilkins & Moskovitch 1978; Martin et al., 1998; Drane et al., 2008; Schwarz &
Pauli, 2009; Lambon Ralph et al., 2012; Schmolck et al., 2005). Perhaps naming
impairments are generally more consistently assessed rather than SM. It has also
been suggested that naming impairments are probably more prevalent and often
missed by standard clinical measures, and that classic anomia seen postsurgically in TLE may in fact disguise SM problems (Drane et al., 2008). Speech
production requires both knowledge of the meaning of words and phonology, and
anomia may reflect damage to the underlying semantic system (Lambon Ralph,
Sage, Roberts, 2000). Therefore, further clinical exploration is required to
investigate the cause of anomia, i.e. whether this is due to an underlying access
problem rather than storage. Two studies described reorganisation of memory
function as a result of surgery; semantic activations became more bilateral in left
TLE and more left lateralised in right TLE (Kim et al., 2010). In the other study, SM
processing caused bilateral activations in both left and right TLE (Koylu et al.,
2008). These studies provide evidence for brain plasticity and perhaps functional
recovery of memory.

4.4.9 Predictive factors
Of the 12 studies reviewed, five researched predictive factors of memory
decline. Martin et al. (1990) measured blood levels of antiepileptic medication and
reported no significant difference post-surgery. Herman et al. (1994) carried out
detailed

analysis

of

hippocampal sclerosis

and concluded that no/mild

hippocampal sclerosis was a predictor for post-operative EM decline mainly in left
TLE. Another study found that factors such as later age of onset of epilepsy and
older chronological age at time of surgery were significant predictors of EM decline
in left TLE (Herman et al., 1995). One study (Martin et al., 1998) utilised
regression based methodology to look at the predictive utility of baseline memory
measures on postoperative memory outcome. The authors reported that individual
prediction from group-level analyses is difficult as it may disguise individual
outcomes by combining the proportion of patients who improved, declined, and
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showed no change post-surgically. Koylu et al. (2008) reported correlations
between medial temporal lobe activation and both pre and post-operative verbal
memory, finding that activation in the right medial temporal lobe of left TLE
patients was predictive of better memory outcome post-surgically.

5.0 Discussion
This review aimed to assess the effects of surgical intervention on SM in
adults with TLE. Another aim was to explore the use of standardised and selfreport measures to inform clinical practice. In this review, SM impairments were
not frequently reported. Eight studies provide evidence for a role of the temporal
lobe in SM functions (Wilkins & Moscovitch 1978; Ellis et al., 1989; Martin et al.,
1990; 1998; Koylu et al., 2008; Schwarz & Pauli, 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Lambon
Ralph et al., 2012); however, only two studies reported decline in SM across
measures (Wilkins & Mocovitch, 1978; Lambon Ralph et al., 2012). While these
findings are difficult to reconcile due to the heterogeneity of the studies sampled,
few studies have been undertaken to directly assess the question of SM
impairment in post-surgical TLE. The studies that have directly looked at this
aspect have probed SM using a variety of tests. Overall, 12 studies were included
and the quality of the studies reviewed was found to be good. Whilst reviewing the
studies it became apparent that a huge disparity exists in the literature between
design and methodology including sample size and measures of SM.
The studies reviewed did not provide justification for the sample sizes and
no power calculations were provided, therefore limiting generalizability. Real world
research presents the challenge of recruiting from discrete populations, limiting
how many people may be recruited over a short period of time, a limitation that
was not acknowledged by the studies in this review. A variety of methodologies
were used, with pre/post-surgery designs allowing greater control to discern
whether any change is due to the surgery versus the impact of epilepsy. Evidence
from other brain surgery populations suggests a certain amount of recovery
ensuing brain surgery indicative of plasticity (Daffau et al., 2003); highlighting
implications for testing soon after surgery.
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The measures used to evaluate SM are diverse and only one of the studies
used self-report measures (Ellis et al., 1989). Memory problems are generally part
of the epilepsy sequelae and epilepsy surgery is a highly invasive procedure.
Bridging the gap between day-to-day memory problems and those reported on
objective measures and a measure of self-report could be crucial. Especially as
our memories define us, and impairment can impact on self-image and in turn selfesteem.
The studies which utilised specific measures to assess SM showed that
when using tests that are more specific, i.e. utilising specific level concepts such
as lower frequency/more abstract items or measuring reaction times on SM tasks,
all participants were impaired compared with their performance on non-semantic
tasks (Lambon Ralph et al., 2012). Even on simple concept tests, the patients had
reaction times that were twice that of controls (Wilkins & Moscovitch, 1978;
Lambon Ralph et al., 2012). However, a limitation of these studies is that no presurgery data was available as a comparison.
Only two studies in this review provide evidence for SM impairments postsurgery. This finding could be due to differences in testing materials and a paucity
in the evidence base. It may also be due to lack of sensitivity across measures to
semantic impairment. EM and naming are routinely assessed in TLE using
structured neuropsychological batteries (Jones-Gotman, Harnadek, & Kuba,
2000). Generally comprehension and semantic memory is not assessed in TLE
(Giovagnoli et al., 2005). In the literature there is an opinion that naming
impairments may reflect SM impairments (Mayeux, Brandt, Rosen & Benson,1980;
Giovagnoli et al., 2005; Drane et al., 2008); however only one study has probed
this directly (Lambon Ralph et al., 2012).
Of the 12 studies reviewed, two studies were only tangentially relevant to
this review as the researchers did not actually report memory impairment but
change in activations as imaging technology (fMRI; functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) was employed to assess functional activations (Koylu et al.,
20008; Kim et al., 2010). However, they were included based on the inclusion
criteria and provided theoretical insights into the semantic system. The authors
concluded that fMRI of SM tasks may be useful in predicting postoperative verbal
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memory in TLE, as activations are associated with several memory modalities.
These studies provide evidence for the role of the temporal lobe in SM and for
functional reorganisation.
The complexity of epilepsy presents a challenge for researchers; therefore
many factors need to be considered when drawing any inferences. Overall, the
above studies have contributed to an area that is vital; the quality is generally
robust though the outcome is varied. Drawing firm conclusions based on these
results and the application of these results to the population of retractable TLE are
discussed.

5.1 Key findings
This review has highlighted key papers that address the effects of surgical
intervention on SM in adults with TLE. From the 12 studies identified, two studies
found no evidence of semantic memory impairment and two provided evidence for
reorganisation of SM networks; one study was inconclusive, and five studies
looked at attributes of SM, for example, category naming and fluency. Two studies
found an association between surgery for TLE and SM impairment post surgically.
The results of this review are difficult to conclude as a whole, as only two studies
provided firm evidence for SM impairment post-surgical resection for TLE. These
two studies were good quality studies which received over 70% on the quality
score, and addressed SM directly. Overall, the findings of this review support the
literature regarding the role of the anterior temporal lobes in SM. The review found
that few studies assessed SM impairment directly, with the majority of studies
focusing on the broader context of the declarative memory system and specific
semantic processing concepts. It also found that SM was assessed using different
components of conceptual knowledge, such as naming and fluency; only one
study looked across a range to gain a global picture (Lambon Ralph et al., 2012).
The aim of this review was not to focus on individual concepts such as naming
difficulties, as such impairments are already established in the literature (IvesDeliperi & Butler, 2012). This review highlights that certain tests used in research
studies (Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Lambon Ralph et al., 2012) may be
more appropriate as tests of SM, and can assist identification of impairments
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which are missed by standard clinical measures. However these tests need to be
further standardised to make the transition from research to practice. A number of
methodological limitations were highlighted. There was no consistency in the use
of subjective and objective measures for assessing SM. Studies did not routinely
use subjective measures, and only one study validated their findings with selfreport measures (Ellis et al., 1989). As a whole, the results of this review suggest
that surgery in TLE may be as important a risk factor for SM as it is considered to
be for EM.

5.2 Suggestions for future research
Appraisal of the current literature into the effects of surgical resection on SM
highlighted some key papers with strengths and limitations. Firstly as there is a
lack of cohesiveness in the evidence presented, more studies are needed to
determine the impact of surgery on SM in TLE. This would add to the small body
of research that has appeared as a result of the growing evidence base from other
neurological conditions and neuroscience studies. It provides the opportunity to
study a homogenous sample, with an identifiable anatomical structure subject to
en-block resection. It would be crucial to account for sclerosis pre and postsurgery as the greatest risk to memory is posed to those with non-sclerotic tissue
removal (Hermann et al., 1994; Davies et al., 1998).
One of the important limitations of most of the studies in this review is the
lack of a treatment as usual arm in order to compare the effects of SM. In this
review, half of the studies employed a pre-and-post-surgical design. It is
recommended that these studies include longer follow-up periods, ruling out
disparities due to fundamental specifics versus reorganisation of the language
system in intractable epilepsy (Devinsky et al., 1993). Future research could also
determine the differential effects on memory based on the tests employed and
other factors that are intrinsic to surgery of anatomical structures, for example, the
type of surgery, the volume resected, and the structures resected, all factors that
were perhaps more difficult to ascertain prior to modern brain imaging. Secondly,
studies need to consider the long-term impact of epilepsy on the brain which may
have already reduced the contribution of these structures. Other considerations
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may be related to the recruitment process. Most of the reviewed studies recruited
their samples from specialist clinics, which may not be representative of the total
pharmacoresistant TLE population suitable for surgery.
Some of the lack of cohesive evidence can be attributed to the field of
neuropsychology and the disparity in testing. Although memory tests have been
developed over the years for specific groups, the measures most consistently
employed are standardised measures such as the Boston Naming Test (BNT) and
the Californian Verbal Learning Test (CVLT). This is mainly because these tests
are widely available and a wide range of norms is available. However, there are
tests which utilise a broader range of stimuli and need to make the transition from
research tool to clinical use.

Some of the studies in this review focused on SM using measures that
ranged across both clinical and research practice (Lambon Ralph et al., 2012); the
test/stimuli choice of other studies was less broad and perhaps less sensitive.
Future studies should justify their choice of test material clearly when selecting test
batteries for clinical studies. Tests developed in SM research in other neurological
conditions could increase diagnostic accuracy (Bozeat et al., 2000; Adlam et al.,
2006; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006) and monitor progression.
In the literature, anomia has been described as a mild form of SM
impairment (Lambon Ralph, McClelland, Patterson, Galton & Hodges, 2001). In
non-aphasic TLE patients, anomia has been suggested as a marker for SM
impairment (Davies et al., 1998; Antonucci, Beeson, Labiner & Rapcsak, 2008). In
clinical practice, utilising measures of naming is recommended as a useful tool in
measuring SM (Sawrie et al., 2000) this can lead to further exploration.
In this review there was limited use of self-report measures; a recommendation
would be for more studies to employ self-report as well as objective measures, to
enable corroboration of results.

5.3 Clinical implications
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Overall the findings of this review are mixed, with two studies suggesting
that SM is impaired post resection in TLE, and others indicating semantic
processing deficits post-surgery. Conceptual knowledge (SM) is an important
factor in an individuals’ identity and sense of self (Patterson, Nestor & Rogers,
2007), therefore patients should be fully informed of the risks of post-surgical SM
impairment as part of the current protocol to aid informed choice. This
recommendation is made with caution as the measures used in the two studies
are comprehensive and perhaps more sensitive to SM. However, given the
consequences of SM impairment, it seems that a careful approach should be
adopted. It appears that typical neuropsychological assessment in epilepsy
surgery may not be capturing aspects of conceptual knowledge supported by the
ATL. Disturbances in memory can be varied and may include subtle, but
important, changes for the patient’s daily functioning.
An important point for clinical practice is that, standardised measures should
be used in conjunction with self-reports both pre-and-post surgically. Clinically the
outcome of epilepsy surgery is typically measured on the merit of seizure
reduction. For some patients this may outweigh the risks. Clinical interviews are
part of the pre and post-surgical process along with other standard assessments
which inform language lateralisation. It is suggested that clinicians should aim to
incorporate results from standard measures and self-report when offering clients
feedback pre and post surgically. However, a possible difficulty with this is that
some patients’ need for seizure control may outweigh concerns about risks, which
could lead to under reporting of symptoms.
A role for the neurosurgeon and neuropsychology may also be to provide a
discussion and a brochure describing temporary and long term neuropsychological
consequences, to assist informed consent. As part of the epilepsy surgery
pathway in hospitals, consultation should be multidisciplinary and personalised to
the individual. Evidence suggests that risk to memory is based on a host of other
factors and that surgery may need to be tailored to the individual. In accordance
with the Epilepsy National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
Guidelines (2004), follow up at structured periods assists in the tracking of
memory problems. This would enable review and implementation of any
structured interventions that may be needed from clinical psychology. Examples of
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interventions may include memory rehabilitation by using external aids such as
diaries and calendars or other cognitive strategies (Koorenhof, Baxendale, Smith
& Thompson, 2011). Often mood issues may also contribute to memory problems
(Paradiso, Hermann, Blumer, Davies & Robinson, 2001) and utilising
psychological therapies such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) might be
beneficial (Mehndiratta & Sajatovic, 2013). Working collaboratively with speech
and language therapists who have formal training in language breakdown and
rehabilitation would complement the role of the clinical psychologist. However,
clinical experience of the author suggests that this is often difficult due to service
priorities. There remains the challenge to use appropriate testing material during
standard assessment and functional imaging to guide surgery.
5.4. Limitations
A major limitation of this review is the sparse number of studies identified.
The limitations of the systematic review largely reflect the shortcomings of the
studies reviewed. For example, the studies utilised different approaches to
assessment of SM therefore pooling of the data was not feasible.
6.0 Conclusions
There is growing evidence regarding the role of the temporal lobe in SM
(conceptual knowledge) from studies across patient groups. This has provided
more comprehensive ways of studying the neural basis of SM by examining word
comprehension, categorisation, naming, definition, and word retrieval (Bayles &
Tomoeda, 1990; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006) across modalities including
spoken and written words, pictures, environmental sounds, smells and touch
(Bozeat et al., 2000; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006). This knowledge is
important in order to predict the effect of temporal lobe resection in TLE on
memory and cognition. Temporal lobe epilepsy patients undergoing unilateral
surgical resection, provide a unique opportunity into understanding the underlying
role of the anterior temporal lobe in memory. The current literature on the effects
of temporal lobectomy on SM in TLE is sparse and the studies available are
limited; nevertheless some of the studies are of good quality. Under the label of
SM studies were found which focused on one aspect of a complex system. The
neuropsychological testing variation may represent the spectrum along which SM
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may be assessed. In order to treat the person in a holistic manner it would be
imperative to obtain corroboration with their self-reported memory difficulties. This
review has added to the literature aiming to determine the role of the temporal
lobes in SM in TLE. Further studies need to be conducted which employ a
randomised controlled design and take into account important variables from the
current literature. This includes designing studies with neuropsychological tests
that are both standardised and self-report in nature, with a clear rationale for
choice of measures.
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Appendix

Appendix: 1A
EBSCO host example of subject heading mapping for CINAHL
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Appendix: 1B
EMBASE example of search combination strategy

Step 1: Search for TLE mapped to subject heading (limited to adults and English
language)
Step 2: Search for SM mapped to subject heading
Step 3: Search for surgery as key word
Step 4: Search for lobectomy or resection or excision or operation in all fields
Step 5: Combination of epilepsy results and surgery
Step 6: Combination of epilepsy and other types of surgery
Step 7: Then combined with SM results
Step 8: Checked for duplicates
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Appendix: 1C
Search results for review

Database
PsycInfo
Embase
MEDLINE
CINAHL
COCHRANE
Web of Science
TOTAL

Results (Total no of papers)
199
176
311
423
27
506
1443
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Appendix: 1D
RefWorks exact duplicates
Step 1

Step 2:
Close duplicates checked by hand = 35
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Appendix: 1E
15 Item quality checklist
Question to ask of the paper
(1) Is the population clearly defined?
(2) Is the selection process of
participants described?
(3) Are the objectives of the study
defined?
(4) Is the design appropriate?
(5) Did it address the study question?
(6) Are the outcomes clearly defined?
(7) Did they use subjective or objective
measurement?
(8) Justification of validity/reliability of
measures?
(9) Are the measurement methods
similar across groups?
(10)Was a control group used?
(11)Have the authors identified possible
confounding factors in the sample or
design?
(12)Was there a follow-up?
(13) Is the analysis described?
(14) Is the analysis appropriate?
(15) Are any limitations of the study
addressed?

Criteria
Score of 1 or 0 or N/A if not applicable
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Appendix: 1F
Extraction protocol

Title

Author

Year of publication

Study objectives

Design

Measures of memory

Sample size

Key findings
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Appendix: 1G

Surgery type
Comparison
of
anterior
temporal
lobectomy
and
selective
amygdalohippocampectomy surgery; (Figure taken from Spencer & Burchiel,
2011).

(ATL)

(SAH)

Surgery type
Standard anterior temporal lobectomy
(ATL)
Selective amygdalo-hippocampectomy
(SAH)

Resection
Hippocampus and parahippocampal
gyrus (Mesial structures), limited
excision of lateral neocortex
Mesial structures without neocortical
resection
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Appendix: 1H
Summary for figure 1
(1) 1443 papers were screened using the bibliographic software Refworks for
duplicates (Appendix 4) and 462 duplicates were removed. (2) The 981
remaining studies contained a broad range of papers looking at memory,
epilepsy and surgery (see Figure 1 for details of selection process). The
titles of these 981 studies were then searched in order to exclude any
studies that clearly did not fit the inclusion/exclusion criteria broadly,
excluding 536 studies. (3) The initial elimination process left 445 studies
which were screened by reading the titles and abstracts. Papers which
focused on epilepsy in general or as a result of other factors e.g. tumours,
and the impact of type of surgery or medication on memory (172 studies)
were eliminated. (4) For the remaining 273 studies, articles in full were
obtained, screened and separated according to the type of memory
reported. At this stage only studies that focused on semantics, SM or
verbal memory in TLE were retained, eliminating 247 studies. (5) The
remaining 26 studies were read in full, and papers not explicitly testing for
and not reporting semantic memory (17 studies) were excluded. (6) Finally,
nine studies could be used for the present review (for details of the studies
see Table 1). The reference sections of the selected papers were inspected
and two further papers were obtained. These 11 studies plus one poster
identified from the grey literature meant that a total of twelve studies were
selected and are presented. The final outcome was 12 studies (11 papers
and 1 poster).
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Appendix 1I: Summary of TLE patient characteristics for the twelve studies
Study

Wilkins
Moscovitch,
(1978)

&

Ellis et al.(1989)

Hermann
al.(1994)

Hermann
1995

Martin
(1990)

et

et

Hippocampal Sclerosis AEDs
report

Years
postsurgery

Resection

Seizure
outcome

Lateralisation

No

No

1-21 years

Partial or complete removal of Heschl’s
gyrus (13), amygdala (20), hippocampus
(18)

No

Left = 13
Right = 9

No

No

14 years

6.5cm
anterior,
sylvian
hippocampus, amygdala

Yes

fissure,

Right = 1

et

Yes pathology after surgery

No

6 months

4.5cm of temporal neocortex, inc the
superior through to inferior temporal gyri
and the fusiform gyrus, hippocampus and
parahippocampus removed enbloc to the
posterior margin of the cerebral peduncle

No

Left = 36
Right = 24

al,

Mesial
(MTS)

Sclerosis

No

6 months

Standard resection

Yes

Left = 50
Right = 51

al

Yes reported
lesions

structural

Anticonvulsant
blood
levels
obtained

1 week

4.3cm by 5.2cm by 4.9cm-left

No

Left = 15
Right = 17

Temporal

as

4.7cm by 4.9cm by 4.9cm-right
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Martin
al.(1998)

et

MTS IN 58%, 9% bilateral,
unilateral MTS plus unilateral
neocortical
atrophy
15%,
temporal lobe tumour 2 %,
MTS plus focal temporal
development malformation 5%,
exclusive
focal
temporal
dysplasia 3%, temporal lobe
AVM 1%, normal MRI 8%

No

6-12
months
postsurgery

Neocorticectomy of the anterior 4.5-5.5
cm of the temporal lobe, amygdala & two
thirds of the hippocampus

Yes

Left = 53
Right = 48

Yes

TLE: Left = 10
Right = 6
Other-brain
regions:
Left = 3
Right = 3

Drane
(2008)

et

al.

Yes

NO difference
between
groups
in
AEDs

1 year

Cortical resection ; table provided

Koylu
(2008)

et

al.

Yes pathology after surgery

No

3-12
months

SAH (12 Left/9 Right), standard 2/3
temporal lobe resection (1 left/3 Right),
modified standard resection (1 left)

rd

Yes

Left = 14
Right = 12

Schwarz & Pauli.
(2009)

Yes

No

6 months

3cm middle & inferior temporal gyrus &
removal of two-thirds of the hippocampus.
Superior temporal gyrus was spared

Yes

Left = 24
Right = 34

Kim et al. (2010)

Yes pathology after surgery

No

1 year

En bloc ATL and SAH. Superior temporal
lobe included, amygdala & 3cm of the
head of the hippocampus

Yes

Left = 12
Right = 7

Schmolck et al.
(2005)

No

No

2 yrs

ATL

No

Left = 9
Right = 12
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Lambon Ralph et Pre surgical scan report and No
1.5-5yrs
Yes volume resected standard en bloc
Yes
Left = 9
al (2012)
pathology report
Right = 11
Notes: Anterior temporal lobe (ATL), selective amygdala hippocampectomy (SAH), anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs), mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS), arteriovenous
malformation (AVM), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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Table footnotes
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Abstract
Epilepsy surgery can cause a number of cognitive deficits, which can have a
detrimental impact on quality of life. These deficits can be measured by both selfreport measures and formal neuropsychological testing. The objective of this study
was to explore the correlation between self-reported semantic memory (SM)
difficulties and a standardised SM assessment, in a sample of 20 temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE) post-surgery patients (nine left and 11 right). Self-report was also
explored using quantitative content analysis in order to understand patients’
experiences. In general, self-report ratings of memory were not significantly
correlated with objective neuropsychological testing. Scores on a test of naming
correlated with self-report. Exploration of self-report data highlighted that an
equal number of left and right TLE patients reported problems in the SM. Five key
themes were identified which provide an insight into participants’ broader quality of
life experience. Participants were more sensitive to naming impairments than
other forms of SM impairments post-surgery. Self-report of naming impairments
may indicate semantic processing difficulties, and therefore may be a valuable
method to aid clinical assessment. Clinical neuropsychologists are well placed to
offer these assessments.
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1.1. Introduction
Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disorder with an incidence rate of 50 per
100,000 per annum in the United Kingdom [1]. The prevalence figure for epilepsy
in the UK is 5-10 cases per 1,000 [2]. The term the ‘epilepsies’ is used in UK
guidance [3] to reflect that epilepsy is a symptom of an underlying neurological
disorder. The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) state that epilepsy
refers to a group of conditions characterised by enduring seizures in the brain; an
epileptic seizure is defined as a transient occurrence of signs and/or symptoms
due to abnormal, excessive or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain [4]. This
definition of epilepsy requires the occurrence of at least one epileptic seizure [5].
The ILAE [4, 5] classify epilepsy into seizure types and epilepsy syndromes on the
basis of focal seizures (localised to a particular area of the brain) or generalised
seizures which affect the whole brain.
Epilepsy can have many consequences for the individual, including a detrimental
impact on education, employment, relationships, psychosocial and psychological
difficulties including, anxiety, depression, social discrimination and misconceptions
or stigma about the disorder [2]. For example, individuals may experience anxiety
about activities due to the possibility of a seizure, and avoid disclosing their
difficulties to others due to perceived or actual societal stigma. Clinical psychology
can provide a vital role in the management of epilepsy, as recognised by the UK
NICE guidance [3]. Psychological interventions such as relaxation techniques and
cognitive behaviour therapy have been associated with an improved quality of life
[3]. Neuropsychological impairments in epilepsy are common due to an interplay of
various factors, including seizure frequency and severity, psychological difficulties,
medication and underlying pathology. This paper focuses on temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE), which is the most frequent form of partial epilepsy in adults [6].
Anti-epileptic drugs (AED’s) are the primary treatment for epilepsy; however,
medication is ineffective in up to 30% of patients [7]. For some of these individuals,
surgery can be an effective treatment option [8, 9]. Epilepsy surgery is extremely
successful in the control of seizures in focal epilepsies [10]. However, there are
risks associated with surgery, including the possibility of memory decline, visual
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impairment, aphasia, motor deficits and sensory deficits [11, 9]. Potential risks to
behaviour and cognition are assessed pre and post-surgery by specialists in the
field of epilepsy, including clinical neuropsychologists. Assessment of language
laterality and the impact of surgery are predicted using various standardised
measures and medical procedures [12].

1.1.1. Temporal lobe epilepsy
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a type of focal epilepsy that is characterised by
recurrent, unprovoked seizures originating in the medial or lateral temporal lobe
[4]. TLE can be associated with medial temporal sclerosis [14], and other structural
abnormalities within the temporal lobes. In TLE, memory abilities can be reduced
when mesiotemporal and associated neocortical structures are affected by lesions,
due to on-going epileptic activity, or as a side effect of surgical treatment [14].
Treatment for epilepsy presents various challenges and surgery is a viable option
in the treatment of TLE [15]. The primary goal of surgery is complete and
continuous seizure cessation, however the impact on the patient’s quality of life
must also be ascertained [16]. Behavioural changes, for example, lack of
independence as a result of role adjustment and cognitive changes such as
memory and language problems have been reported as a consequence of surgery
[17]. TLE patients with fewer abnormalities or without hippocampal atrophy on
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are reported to have poorer memory outcomes
following surgery [18], compared with those with greater abnormalities [19]. These
findings are consistent with the known functions of the anterior temporal lobe
(ATL) which encloses the hippocampus and medial structures that play a role in
memory encoding. The potential for resection of these structures to pose a risk to
cognitive functioning is therefore high [20]. Although temporal lobectomy is an
effective treatment for medication resistant epilepsy patients, the risk of cognitive
decline is high. Patients considering surgery must be fully informed of the potential
risks involved [21]. This includes risk to episodic memory (EM) and semantic
memory (SM). Episodic memory (EM) is defined as our memory for personal
events in time; it is normally accompanied by remembering, for example, what
happened, where and when [22]. Examples of EM include I have an appointment
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tomorrow at 9am with the dentist or during a cognitive assessment how many
words are recalled after hearing a list of words.

Semantic memory (SM) is the

memory necessary for the use of language; it is not dependent on how or when
this knowledge was acquired [22]. It represents organised knowledge about words
and other verbal symbols, concepts and relations. An example of SM would be
that a Labrador is a type of domesticated animal called a dog, which barks and
has four legs. Overall, SM is the part of long term memory which represents
knowledge of objects, facts, and concepts and their inter-relationship [22, 23].

1.1.2. Impact of TLE surgery
The consequences of epilepsy surgery have long been documented, such as the
case of H.M. who developed a dense amnesia following bilateral temporal lobe
resection, which resulted in impaired capacity for learning new material, and
recalling events after a delay [24]. Such studies have been instrumental in
providing a strong evidence base for the underlying role of the hippocampal
structures in memory [25]. The hippocampus is implicated in the formation of all
aspects of conscious memory, including EM and SM. Post-operative amnesia
following unilateral temporal lobectomy is well documented in the literature [26, 27,
28] and surgery may pose more risks to memory than other treatments for
epilepsy [29]. Memory impairments in this population are often described as
unilateral and material-specific, i.e. verbal or visual depending on lateralising
factors for the individual [30]. Current research suggests that left TLE surgery is
associated with a decline in learning and retention of verbal material, and right or
non-dominant hemisphere surgery with a decline in non-verbal memory, although
this is not unequivocal [31]. Some studies evaluating general intelligence postsurgery have reported no decline [32,33], whereas other studies have reported
improvement in memory and IQ after TLE resection [34]. Language and
comprehension difficulties are not frequently reported after dominant temporal
lobectomy however subtle deficits in naming are common [35]. These word finding
difficulties are more typically seen following a dominant temporal lobe resection
and can persist 12 months post-surgery [28]. Despite this, patients do not usually
spontaneously complain about their word finding difficulties [21]. Generally, SM
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impairments are reported less consistently than EM [36] and some findings
suggest that SM is intact subsequent to surgical resection [37, 38, 39]. However, a
more recent study utilising sensitive measures of SM [40] found this to be
compromised post surgically [41]. Conflicting findings in the literature may relate to
the variability in neuropsychological measures used [31], or other factors, as
discussed below.

1.1.3. Possible explanations for the inconsistency of findings regarding SM

The key role of assessment in epilepsy surgery candidates is to assess language
functions and hippocampal integrity to sustain memory as essential language
areas may be situated within the borders of the typical anterior temporal lobe [42].
Classical cognitive assessment includes exploring functions such as memory,
problem solving, attention, concentration, and language function. Pre-and-postsurgical patients often complain of EM problems, and SM difficulties such as
language disorders are rarely reported. However, anomia and verbal fluency
impairments may be present in dominant left TLE surgery [43]. There may be a
number of reasons why post-surgical reports of SM impairments in the literature
are rare; formal assessment may be lacking, or loss of general knowledge, nonepisodic information, and conceptual difficulties may be under played by the
patient as they are not vital to their everyday functioning. These factors may lead
to a tendency to focus on EM difficulties [44]. This suggests that if these aspects of
cognition and memory are not formally assessed, they may be overlooked. This is
of ethical importance because neuropsychologists preparing patients for surgery
are required to fully inform the patient and team of the potential impact on memory
and language. Subjective memory complaints often do not match objective
memory findings in this group [45]), which suggests that patients may lack insight
into their cognitive difficulties [46]. For example, Fargo et al., (2004) [47] found that
epilepsy patients were more likely to accurately rate their memory function, but
overestimate their language and attention abilities. It may be that patients do not
possess the neuropsychological language to label their memory difficulties,
highlighting a clinical challenge.
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Poor self-reported neurocognitive functioning has been related to anxiety and
depression and poor adjustment [47,45]. It has also been suggested that anxiety
and depression may distort the reporting of everyday memory difficulties [48], and
that memory complaints may be a reflection of adjustment and coping rather than
memory impairment per se [45]. One possibility is that tests of SM are not viewed
as a priority, as assessment is usually focused on EM [27, 49, 50]. This is also
evident in the literature comparing self-report and objective measures in this
population which has focused on EM [45]. However, few studies have formally
tested for SM using a self-report measure. It is also possible that patients are less
likely to report difficulties which do not affect them greatly on a daily basis. This is
important to investigate, as it is possible that there is greater change in
neurocognitive function and subsequently in quality of life than is predicted solely
on the basis of standard testing. The current study therefore aimed to determine
whether assessing SM via self-report (subjective assessment) would correspond
with neuropsychological assessment of SM (objective assessment) findings.

1.1.4. Aim

The aims of this study were to investigate the following in a sample of TLE
resection patients:
1. Compare subjective (self-reported) and objective (tailored
neuropsychological assessment) measures of SM.
2. Explore differences between left and right TLE patients’ self-report data.
3. Identify key factors affecting post-surgery quality of life using qualitative
methodology.

1.1.5. Hypothesis: SM deficits will be apparent across both objective and
subjective measures.
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1.2. Method
1.2.1. Design
The project was funded by the Medical Research Council (MRC). Part funding was
also provided by a small grant from Epilepsy Action. This paper is the second
paper; the first paper provided theoretical insights into SM in this population (see
[41]). This study received ethical approval from the Multicentre Research Ethics
Committee (MREC). Research and Development approval was not required
(Appendix 2F).
1.2.2. Participants
Participants consisted of a retrospective series of 20 TLE patients (11 female, nine
male) with a broad age range (mean 36, min= 24, max= 55) who underwent
standard anterior temporal resection (nine left and 11 right) to treat their epilepsy.
They were recruited from a NHS specialist neuroscience centre in the UK [41].
The selection process involved searching through a clinical database of epilepsy
surgery records to identify suitable post-surgery candidates. All patients had
standard ‘en bloc’ resection for difficult-to-treat or medically refractory focal
epilepsy. Patients were thought to be in the post-acute phase at testing (months
post-surgery: mean = 35, range = 8 - 84, SD = 19.9) and had long-standing
epilepsy (age of diagnosis, years): mean = 13.1, range = 4-45, SD = 10.1). Volume
of resected (cm³) temporal lobe tissue was estimated from the histopathology
information (mean = 31.9, range = 0.144-92.0, SD= 24.2).

The recruitment process was exhaustive and all possible cases were explored.
Patients with epilepsy associated with other neurological disease e.g. head injury,
stroke, glioma and patients with psychiatric history and developmental disorders
were excluded. All participants gave informed consent to participate in the study.
Background characteristics of the sample are provided in Table 1. Pre-surgical
measures of anxiety and depression (The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale,
HADS [51]) were available for 75% of the sample.

1.2.3. Materials
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1.2.4. Subjective measures of neuropsychological functioning
A brief questionnaire was constructed in accordance with the study aims
(Appendix 2A). This measure was devised to evaluate the main aspects of SM and
areas of clinical interest. The questions were selected for their clinical relevance in
epilepsy and their theoretical interest.
Neuropsychologists working in the area of epilepsy surgery were consulted to
assist with phrasing the questions in a patient-friendly way. The questionnaire
included six questions:

1. Have you had any problems remembering things? This question provided the
participant the opportunity to describe any memory problems experienced,
which may include impaired personal EM [52]. Three of the questions focused
on comprehension of general knowledge or conceptual knowledge whilst
reading, during conversations or naming [53]:
2. Have you experienced any problems with understanding conversation?
3. Do you have any problems recognising or naming objects?
4. Have you had any problem with understanding written information?
5. Have you experienced any problems with your mood or behaviour? A general
question pertaining to mood and behaviour problems was also included.
6. Have you experienced any other problems since the surgery? This final
question provided the individual the opportunity to report any other problems
they may have experienced since surgery.

The questions were selected by neuropsychologists, and were considered to
correspond with the objective measures of SM employed. The administration of
the questionnaire consisted of two phases: six questions enabling a semi
structured interview and an opportunity for the individual to rate perceived severity
of their problems on a 10 -point Likert scale (Appendix 2A) ranging from ‘never’ to
‘always’.
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1.2.5. Procedure
Participants were contacted via telephone and letter (Appendix 2H) and invited to
take part in the study. They were visited in their homes and consenting
participants (Appendix 2I) were assessed over one or two, two-hour testing
sessions. Demographic information and medical history were collected by
reviewing medical notes and self-report during a clinical interview. Participants
were administered a neuropsychological battery (objective assessment) and a
questionnaire (subjective assessment).

1.2.6. Data analysis
A Kendall’s Tau b, correlation analysis between subjective (questionnaire) and
objective (standard neuropsychological tests) measures was used. Quantitative
content analysis was also used to systematically evaluate participants’ self-report
to six questions from the questionnaire (Appendix 2A). Participants’ responses to
the six questions were coded and explored for emerging themes relating to quality
of life (QOL). The differences between self-report of SM problems for patients with
left or right sided temporal lobe surgery were explored [54].
1.2.7 Coding of content categories
In order to discover the type of cognitive problems reported, each of the patient’s
responses was coded for three categories (EM, SM, other). The SM category was
expanded further to explore aspects of SM (naming, word finding difficulties,
comprehension). The category system was driven by the research questions and
emerging themes [54]. Looking through the data for each patient, the categories
were coded for the presence or absence of that concept. This data was split
according to each patients ‘surgical side (left or right); and is represented as a
percentage of the self-reported difficulty being present or absent in Table 5. The
accuracy of coding was confirmed by an independent person, who rated a subset
(10) of the questionnaires (five left and five right). An overall mean agreement rate
of 95% was achieved on the six categories.
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1.2.8. Table 1: Sample characteristics
Patient no.

Age

Months
postsurgery

Education Language Occupation
Age at
Pre
(Years)
dominance
Diagnosis
surgery
(Years)
HADS
(WADA)
score
Anx Dep

Left TLE
resection
1

24

21

21

-

2

49

17

18

-

3

30

24

18

-

4

25

17

21

-

University
student
Senior
operations
manager
Accounts
assistant
Volunteer

5
6

28
32

8
60

16
18

Left

7

46

60

16

8

38

30

16

Left

9

32

36

18

Left

MRI

Presurgery
Seizure
Frequency

7

-

-

-

Weekly

45

9*

8*

Cavernoma

Biannually

15

8*

4

-

Weekly

15

8*

4

Daily

Packer
_

15
15

5
13*

3
5

Machinist

22

1

2

Shop
assistant
Accounts
assistant

5

10*

4

13

7

4

Bilateral small
hippocampi
Reduced left
hippocampal volume
and high T2 signal
Reduced left
hippocampal volume
Reduced left
hippocampal volume
Left hippocampal
atrophy
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Weekly
Daily

Weekly
Monthly
Weekly

Right TLE
resection
10

24

48

22

11
12

55
32

36
36

21
21

Left

13

27

74

16

Left

14

39

17

18

Left

15

49

84

16

Left

16

21

36

16

-

17

42

17

18

18

43

48

16

19

28

36

21

20

32

41

16

Note:* Score < 8 on either the Anxiety
formal education.

Left

Youth
worker
Accountant
IT analyst

10

1

2

-

Daily

5
16

11*

8*

Monthly
Daily

Distribution
centre
assistant
Butcher

19

-

-

Reduced right
hippocampal volume
-

4

-

-

Daily

Store
Keeper
Shop
Manager
Mail line
operator
Lab
technician
University
student
Nursing
assistant

7

14*

6

Right hippocampal
atrophy
Hippocampal atrophy

8

-

-

Weekly

Daily

Right hippocampal
Weekly
atrophy
Bilateral
17
15*
7
Right hippocampus
Daily
foreign tissue lesion
6
18* 11*
Hippocampal
Weekly
asymmetry (right<left)
Left
4
9*
1
Reduced right
Daily
hippocampal volume
Left
10
5
19*
Hippocampal
Weekly
asymmetry
(right<left);hippocampal
abnormalities bilaterally
or Depression subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; Education years = age when leaving
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1.3. Neuropsychological assessment
1.3.1 Objective measures of neuropsychological functioning
Neuropsychological tests of general cognitive ability, memory and more selective
tests of SM were administered [55] (Table 3). The scores obtained on background
tests (Table 2) demonstrated a typical TLE sample (see 1.1.2). This study aimed
to explore tests corresponding with the self-report measure (Table 3) which are the
main focus of this paper.
Test material included tests from The Camden Memory Test (CMT) [56], which
consists of two short recognition memory tests for verbal (words) and non-verbal
(faces) stimuli. Adequate reliability has been demonstrated (Cronbach alpha; α =
.86 for words and α = .77 for faces) for the CMT [56]. There are 15 faces or words
in each test and the total score is out of 15. The digit-span subtest (WAIS IV) was
administered; adequate reliability has been demonstrated (Cronbach alpha α =
.0.90) [64]. The longest number of digits a person can repeat back is noted, for
both forward and backward repetition. The Rey-Osterrieth Complex figure was
administered; adequate reliability has been demonstrated (Cronbach alpha; copy
or learning α = .0.79 and recall α = .0.77) [65]. For this test the individual makes an
exact copy of a complex figure which is then removed and they are requested to
replicate this from memory. The Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices test was
also administered, for which adequate reliability has been demonstrated
(Cronbach alpha; α = .90) [66]. This was delivered using a booklet, it is a
nonverbal test made up of 60 stimuli; the individual is asked to select which
drawing best fits into a matrix, administered in order of difficulty.
The semantic tasks were taken from a battery of tests that have been used to
assess SM impairment in other clinical patient groups [40, 55]. The 96–trial
Synonym Judgement Test requires the participant to match a target item with one
of three options presented in written and spoken forms. It has been demonstrated
to be a sensitive measure both clinically [40, 55] and in research using repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) [57, 58] and fMRI studies [59]. This test
has 96 trials and it was employed in its timed form; no reliability data is available
for this measure. The 64 Naming Test from The Cambridge Semantic Battery [60],
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which consists of 64 line drawings of everyday objects and animals, was
administered [61]. No reliability data is available for this measure. The test was
presented in paper form and both test accuracy and speed were recorded. The
Graded Naming Test (GNT) [62], which consists of 30 psychometrically graded
line drawings of objects that the patient is required to name, was also
administered. Adequate reliability has been demonstrated for the GNT (Cronbach
alpha; α = .0.92) [62].
1.3.2. Measure of emotional status
The HADS is a brief (14-item), widely used self-report measure of anxiety and
depression [51]. Raw scores for both Anxiety and Depression sub-scales, can be
categorised into mild (8-10), moderate (11-15) and severe (16 or above) cases
[63].
1.3.3. Controls
Test performance of patients was compared against a control group [41]. The
control group selected was thought to be conservative (Appendix 2J). A matched
control group was thought to be unfeasible given the variability in sample
characteristics (Table 1).
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1.3.4. Table 2: Objective test results

Neuropsychological Max. Mean CutTest
score
off

Left Patient No.
TLE

Right Patient No.
TLE

General test
Camden Recognition
memory
Words (percentile)
Faces (percentile)
Digit span: forwards
Digit
span:
Backwards
Rey figure copy
Rey Immediate recall
RCPM (percentile)
Semantic Memory
tests
Graded Naming test
(GNT)
64 naming test
Synonym judgement

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20

<5
75
7
5

5
90
6
5

5
50
6
6

<5
75
5
3

5
75
6
5

5
75
4
3

5
75
5
2

5
75
6
5

5
90
6
4

5
50
3
2

-

6.8
4.7

5
2.3

5
90
5
4

5
20
4
4

36
36
-

31.03
18.3
-

31
9
-

36
24
95

31 31 34 34 33
19 5
17 17 18
95 90 95 95 95

35 36 30 36
17 17 12 31
90 95 95 95

26 36 36 33 23 34 31
33 36 34
15 21 24 17 9
23 23.5 12 16 1.5
95 95 95 90 50 95 90
95 90 75

30

22.1

13.5

16

17 14 13 13 10

14 13 7

16

26 22 19 21 17 21 15

16 13 14

64
96

62.3
94.4

59.1 62
92.05 86

60 59 63 61 59
84 84 83 80 78

60 64 53 62
74 71 69 90

62 63 64 62 61 61 63
90 88 88 88 87 87 86

63 61 60
81 79 75

Note: bold text = below cut-off performance.
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5
50
8
6

5
90
7
3

25
25
5
3

5
5
6
4

5
50
6
4

5
90
7
4

5
75
5
2

5
50
7
3

1.3.5. Table 3: Objective test purpose and utilisation in comparison with subjective questions
Tests (Objective)

Measured
neurocognitive
function

Background
characteristic

Digit span (WAIS IV) [64]

STM/Working memory



N/A

Rey-Osterrieth Complex
Figure [65]

Visuospatial
constructional ability
and visual memory
Non-verbal test of
intellectual ability



N/A



N/A

Recognition memory
test for words and
faces
Object naming ability
(language)





1.Problems remembering





2. Problems understanding
conversations
3.Recognising objects
5. Understanding written
information

Object naming ability
(language) timed
version





2. Problems understanding
conversations
3.Recognising objects
5. Understanding written
information

Raven’s Coloured
Progressive Matrices
[66]
Camden Recognition
Memory Test [56]
Graded Naming Test
[62]

Cambridge 64 Naming
Test [60]
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Utilised in
analysis

Corresponding
questionnaire
question/No. (Subjective)

96 Synonym Judgement
test [55]

Semantic processing
(timed version)





98

2. Problems understanding
conversations
3.Recognising objects
5. Understanding written
information

1.4. Results

A brief summary taken from the earlier paper [41] is provided in Table 2. In
summary, the background neuropsychology testing data highlighted that the
sample selected was representative of the TLE post-surgery population as
informed by the literature (see 1.1.3). Most participants scored in the impaired
range on The Camden Memory Test (CMT), demonstrating anterograde amnesia
for word recognition but not for unfamiliar faces. One participant with right
temporal lobe (RTL) surgery was amnesic for both, and another one was at least
low average on both tests. Seventeen out of 20 participants demonstrated
performance above the control cut-off on digit span forwards and backwards.
Seventeen out of 20 participants demonstrated no difficulties with visuospatial
constructional abilities as measured by the Rey Figure Copy and 18 out of 20 on
immediate visual recall. All participants demonstrated performance in the average
range and above on the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices. In comparison
with control data, performance on the semantic tasks was as follows: on the 64
Naming Test, three out of nine left TLE (LTLE) resection patients under performed.
Graded naming test scores were worse for the LTLE resection patients (5 out of 9
abnormal scores); all but one of the RTLE patients demonstrated no difficulties. All
participants’ scores were below control scores on the 96 Synonym Judgement
Test and decision time (4.6 sec) was over twice that of controls (1.99 sec).

1.4.1 Emotional status
In a non-clinical adult population the mean Anxiety score was 6.14 (SD =3.76) and
the mean Depression score was 3.68 (SD = 3.07) (Crawford et al., 2001). In the
current sample, the mean Anxiety score was 9.23 (SD = 4.54, median = 9) and the
mean Depression score was 7.00 (SD = 4.61, median = 6). Using a standard
equation for calculating one sample z scores (z score = sample mean-population
mean/standard error of the mean) the sample z scores on Anxiety (z= 2.97,
p>0.005) and Depression (z= 3.90, p>0.005), reflected significantly high levels as
a group, as compared to a normal population.
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1.4.2 Correlational analysis
All analyses were completed using IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
software (SPSS) version 19.
This study aimed to determine whether participants’ objective scores as measured
by neuropsychological testing correlated with their self-reported difficulties. The
self-report questionnaire provided continuous ordinal level data. The normality of
the distribution was checked using histograms and measures of central tendency,
skewness and kurtosis were also noted (Appendix 2B). Statistical tests of
normality were also used to explore the distribution under investigation (Appendix
2B).

Boxplots were created to identify univariate or multivariate outlier cases.

Visual review suggested some non-normality; the mean, mode, median were
dissimilar, skewness was apparent for some measures, and statistical tests of
normality demonstrated some statistical significance. It was concluded that the
data were not normally distributed, and also given the small sample size,
nonparametric tests were considered appropriate [67].

Scatter plots were produced between the variables of interest and assumptions for
running correlations checked (Appendix 2C). The data was checked for bivariate
outliers and linearity [68]. Any extreme data points were checked by carrying out a
sensitivity analysis to check for the extent of the outlier’s influence. No influence
was noted and the outliers remained in the final analysis. The data were analysed
using a correlational design to ascertain the degree to which individuals or cases
with high rankings on one variable were observed to have similar rankings on
another variable. The correlations were calculated using Kendall’s tau b, a rank
correlation measure. This provides a good estimate of the value that would have
been expected in the population and the approximation is accurate for smaller
sample sizes [69]. Correlations were calculated using a two tailed test between the
self-report measure and the standard neuropsychological tests; results are
presented in a correlation matrix (Table 4) and discussed below.
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1.4.3. Table 4: Correlation matrix

CMT (Words)

CMT (Faces)

.059

.200

.253

.084

.158

-.020

-.206

1

.338

.134

.829**

.132

.422*

.027

-.014

.013

.120

-.150

1

-.232

.372

.092

.280

-.008

0.16

-.089

-.265

-.172

1

.050

.043

.317

-.103

-.064

-.176

.285

.126

1

.043

.352

.007

-.099

-.007

-.015

-.094

.006

-.459**

.704**

-.334*

.186

-.185

1

.028

-.187

.017

-.218

-.187

1

-.355*

.470**

.073

-.095

-.350*

.194

.001

.101

-.279

1

.038

2). Understanding conversations
3). Recognising objects
4). Mood & behaviour
5). Understanding written information
GNT

1

64 Naming (accuracy)
64 Naming (speed)
96 Synonym (accuracy)

1

96 Synonym (speed)

96 Synonym
(speed)

.392

96 Synonym
(accuracy)

-.165

64 Naming
(speed)

.464*

64 Naming
(accuracy)

.457*

GNT

4). Mood &
behaviour

1

5). Understanding
written
information

3). Recognising
objects

1). Remembering

2). Understanding
conversations

Correlations between the 5 subjective
questions on semantic memory (SM), mood
and 7 objective measures of SM

1). Remembering

Kendall
Tau _b

1

CMT (Words)
CMT (Faces)

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

1

Note: Sample size: = 20
Graded Naming Test (GNT); Camden Memory Test (CMT)
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1.4.4. Results of correlational analyses
No significant correlations were observed between the CMT and any of the
subjective ratings or any of the other objective tests. The results of the SM
measures were as follows: naming accuracy on The Cambridge 64 Naming Test
was significantly correlated with the ‘problems understanding conversations’
question (r = .422, n = 20, p = .024). Naming speed on this test was significantly
correlated with the GNT (r = -.459, n = 20, p = .006) and both accuracy (r = -.355,
n = 20, p = .031) and speed (r = .470, n = 20, p = .004) on The 96 Synonym
Judgement Test.

The GNT was not significantly correlated to any of the subjective ratings. GNT was
significantly correlated with speed on The Cambridge 64 Naming Test (r = -.459, n
= 20, p = .006), and both accuracy (r = .704, n = 20, p = .000) and speed (r = .334, n = 20, p = .046) on The 96 Synonym Judgement task. Performance speed
on The 96 Synonym Judgement task was not significantly correlated with any of
the subjective ratings. Along with the above inter-measure correlations, accuracy
was significantly correlated with the speed (r = -.350, n = 20, p = .034) on this test.

There were significant correlations between some of the self-report questions. The
‘problems remembering’ question was significantly correlated with the ‘problems
understanding conversations’ question (r = .457, n = 20, p = .023) and the
‘problems with recognising objects’ question (r = .464, n = 20, p = .026). The
problems ‘understanding conversations’ was significantly correlated with the
‘problems understanding written information’ question (r = .829, n = 20, p = .000).
Pre-surgical scores on the HADS for depression but not anxiety were significantly
correlated to self-report of mood difficulties (p<0.05, r=.552).

1.4.5. Effect size and correlation
The likelihood of type II errors can increase with a small sample size [68].
Therefore, it is recommended that a minimum level of power to aim for is .8, thus
reducing the probability of making a type II error to .2 [68]. Correlation coefficients
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obtained can be observed to give an estimate of effect size (ES) [70]. According to
Cohen (1988) [70], r=.1 constitutes a small ES, r=.3 is a medium ES and r=.5 is a
large ES.

The ‘problems remembering’ question was approaching a medium ES with naming
accuracy and speed (64 Naming Test) and CMT faces. The ‘problems recognising
objects’ question reached a medium ES with naming accuracy (64 Naming Test)
and CMT words. Nonetheless, these do not achieve the level which would indicate
good convergent validity. A statistical power calculation adjusting for Kendall Taub was calculated for a given effect size, an estimation of sample size to achieve
this was calculated. In order to achieve adequate power of .80 for a correlation
with a medium effect size (r=.3), a two-tailed test and an alpha-level of .05, a
sample size of 94 would be necessary.

1.5 Results of self-report analysis
An exploratory analysis was carried out on the self-report data available using
content analysis. Berelson (1952) [71], defined content analysis as “a research
technique for the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest
content of communication”. This methodology can be used with a range of data
including micro level data [72]. Content analysis enables the researcher to
measure the frequency of different categories and themes in the data. The unit of
analysis was defined as text from the questionnaires. A coding scheme using a
predefined set of concepts based on the six questions from the questionnaire was
used [54]. Twenty people completed the self-report questionnaire and their
responses within each category were counted (Fig. 1). Eighteen (90%) of the
participants reported problems remembering, 14 (70%) reported problems with
understanding conversations, 14 (70%) with mood and/or behaviour, 11 (55%) had
problems understanding written information, 14 (70%) recorded a difficulty in the
‘other’ category and eight (40%) reported problems with recognising objects. The
‘other’ category was further explored for quality of life themes.
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1.5.1 Figure 1. Histogram showing group % of self-reported difficulty for the
six questions

% Problem perceived

100
90
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70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Self report questions
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1.5.2 Table 5: Percentage of perceived problem for each content category
Category Label

Description

LTL

LTL

RTL

RTL

present

absent

present

absent

%

%

%

%

78

22

82

18

78

22

73

27

Episodic memory

References to memory difficulties in remembering tasks, temporal

[22, 23]

related events

Semantic memory [22,

References to language difficulties e.g. word finding, naming,

23]

comprehension

2a.

Naming

References to naming difficulties e.g. objects

67

33

36

64

2b.

Word finding difficulties
(WFD)

References to WFD e.g. during conversation

44

56

10

90

2c.

Comprehension

References to comprehension difficulties e.g. difficulty in
understanding written or spoken form of language

44

56

67

33

Other cognitive

References to processing speed, attention, concentration e.g.

difficulties

slowed down, doing two things

78

22

91

9

1

2

3

Note: LTL (left temporal lobe); RTL (right temporal lobe)
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1.5.3 Quantitative content analysis
Figure 2 highlights the frequency of reports in the explored categories for patients
with left and right surgery.

% of Occurrences

1.5.4 Figure 2. Histogram of the % occurrences of category difficulties by
participants who have undergone left and right temporal lobe surgery
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Left
Right

Category

Chi square exact probabilities are reported (Table 6). The percentage of
participants that experienced EM (χ2 = 0.51, p = 0.82, Cramer’s V =.050)
difficulties and SM (χ2 = 0.67, p = 0.79, Cramer’s V =.058) difficulties did not differ
statistically by surgical side; the effect size value did not meet Cohen’s minimum
standard (≥ .20) to be called a small effect size. Semantic memory was further
broken down into naming (χ2 = 1.82, p = 0.178, Cramer’s V =.302), word finding
difficulties (WFD) (χ2 = 3.30, p = 0.69, Cramer’s V =.406) and comprehension
difficulties (χ2 = 0.202, p = 0.653, Cramer’s V =.101). Reports of naming difficulties
did not differ by surgical side, a medium effect size (Cramer’s V =.302) was noted.
WFD did not differ by surgical side; a medium effect size (Cramer’s V =.406) was
noted. There was no statistical difference in reports of comprehension difficulties
by surgical side, a small effect size (Cramer’s V =.101) was noted. Cognitive
difficulties were also explored by surgical side (χ2 = 0.669, p = 0.413, Cramer’s V
=.183). There was no statistical difference in reports of cognitive difficulties, by
surgical side; a small effect size (Cramer’s V =.183) was noted.
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1.5.5 Table 6: Results of Chi-square test & Cramer’s V for category reports
by surgery side
Surgical side
Category
Left
Right
χ2
p
Cramer’s V
SM
7/9 (78)
9/11 (82) 0.67 .79
.058
EM
7/9 (78)
8/11 (73) 0.51 .82
.050
Naming
6/9 (67)
4/11 (36) 1.82 .178
.302
WFD
4/9 (44)
1/11 (10) 3.30 .069
.406
Comprehension
4/9 (44)
6/11 (67) .202 .653
.101
Other cognitive
7/9 (78)
10/11 (91) .669 .413
.183
Note: N=20, df = 1. Numbers in parentheses indicate percentages.
*p < .05

1.5.6. Qualitative content analysis
Content analysis of participant transcripts identified quality of life issues other than
memory and cognition, relating to epilepsy surgery. Table 7 outlines the key five
themes which outline the issues spontaneously expressed by patients, along with
quotes used to illustrate themes. A range of issues were raised, broadly
categorised under surgery outcome, adjustment and psychological issues. Some
of the descriptions highlight a negative evaluation and others a positive. Emotional
issues (65%) and adjustment issues (55%) predominated; psychological issues
seemed to reflect reports of depression more than anxiety. Other issues reported
by patients included identity and perception difficulties (40%) and post-operative
concerns (20%). Patients also reported positive benefits as measured by
accomplishments (40%).
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1.5.7. Table 7: Themes based on content analysis of all participant transcripts

Theme

Description

N (%)

Patient (P) Quote

Perceived success,
pleased underwent
surgery

5 (25)

Perceived failure

2(10)

Loss of identity or
missing seizures

1(5)

P9: ”No seizures, huge
difference to my life
since surgery”
P19: “Aura’s still
present this is
frustrating, after going
through surgery”
P20: “Although I don’t
have fits anymore, I still
miss them, I feel as
though a part of me is
missing”

Post-operative issues
(acknowledging resultant other issues
post-surgery)

Coping with other
difficulties post-surgery
including physical

4 (20)

P11: “I have had
difficulty sleeping since
the surgery”
P19: “I suffer a lot with
headaches if it is too
cold or too hot, the
weather affects the side
of my head”

Adjustment & social stigma (impact
on work or social life, social support,
perceived stigma and low confidence)

Experience of on-going
difficulties impacting on
life; coping with ongoing issues to do with
others and own
adjustment

11 (55)

P10: “Had to leave work
due to memory
problems”
P20: “I find it hard to
mix with a group of
people”

Identity & perception (seizures as
part of life or not post-surgery)
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Emotional difficulties (mood issues
that are causing an impact on quality
of life)

Psychological issues
including depression,
anxiety, anger, stress,
frustration

13 (65)

Positive benefit in quality of life
e.g.
memory/mood/confidence/work
education (goal achievement since
surgery, positive impact on quality of
life)

Self-monitoring of
success,
gains/accomplishment
since surgery

8 (40)
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P19: “I hate the
ignorance of the
general public not
understanding the
condition”
P2:”Feel frustrated”
P4:”I can be moody”
P6:”Snap very easily
get angry and irritable”
P10: “Feel very
depressed”
P17:”I find I sometimes
worry too much”
P1:”My mood is better
since the surgery”
P9: “I have taken
further education and
been promoted on two
occasions”
P9: “My memory is
much better since the
surgery”

1.6. Discussion

1.6.1 Summary of aims & key findings

This study aimed to add to the limited evidence base regarding SM impairments in
patients who have undergone unilateral resection for TLE. It is the first study to
evaluate SM using both subjective (self-report) and objective measures
(neuropsychological test performance) by utilising a tailored assessment. The
results from this study indicate that, in general, self-report ratings of SM are not
significantly correlated with objective neuropsychological testing in a sample of
post-surgical TLE patients. This finding replicates findings from previous studies
that highlight discrepancies between these two forms of evaluation [73, 74]. The
only significant finding with respect to self-report and neuropsychological tests was
between self-reported problems with ‘understanding conversations’ and The 64Naming Test, taken from the Cambridge Semantic Battery [60]. The amount of
variance accounted for between naming test accuracy and self-report reached a
large effect size. The results of the between group content analysis comparisons,
reached a medium effect size for both naming and word finding difficulties. Left
sided TLE surgery patients were more likely to report naming and word finding
difficulties. These results are in parallel with performance on the graded naming
test on which left surgery patients’ performance was inferior as compared to right
TLE. This finding is in line with the literature on difficulties experienced by patients
with speech dominance in the left hemisphere [28]. They are also supportive of the
role suggested for the left temporal neocortex in storing and retrieving semantic
knowledge [89].

1.6.2 Possible explanations for the findings

If SM impairments were present, one may have expected to find deficits across
modalities (i.e. in both naming and comprehension) and across both objective and
subjective measures. However, this was not the case which requires further
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explanation. One possibility is that the measures employed were not reliable,
however, these measures of SM have been utilised in various patient groups and
convergent validity was demonstrated in the current study (Table 4). It is also
possible that non-significant relationships between subjective memory tests and
objectively measured memory may represent under reporting of memory problems
on the self-report measure. This could suggest that the observed non-significant
relationship is due to factors such as sample size and statistical power. However,
given the nature of epilepsy, it may also demonstrate that participants did not
recall these difficulties due to problems with remembering or unawareness of
cognitive impairment (anosognosia). There were some significant correlations
between self-report questions, for example ‘problems understanding’ correlated
with ‘problems remembering’. This may indicate that when patients experience
difficulties with understanding information, it is less likely to be remembered, or
that some patients are more likely to report difficulties in more than one area. It
may also purely reflect the difference between patients’ and neuropsychologists’
concepts of neuropsychological impairment. There were no correlations between
the CMT and any self-report memory questions. It could be argued, therefore, that
neuropsychological tests may not detect and correspond to the functional
difficulties experienced on a daily basis by patients [75]. Exploration of patients’
data revealed that eight or more participants reported difficulties across areas of
self-report including SM and EM. This may suggest that patients are aware of their
difficulties; however, it could be that they have difficulties with labelling or
differentiating between SM and EM problems, as found by other studies (see [44]).
This was further explored by content analysis of reports in EM and SM domains;
no statistical difference within these categories was found between left and right
TLE surgery patients. Further exploration of SM (Table 5) revealed no statistically
significant difference in rates of self-report between left and right surgery patients.
However, a medium effect size was noted for both naming and word finding
difficulties. Left TLE surgery patients may report naming and word finding
difficulties more commonly than right TLE surgery patients, which would be
consistent with views on dominant temporal lobe resection and verbal memory
deficits [28]. Some of these factors are further explored.
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1.6.2 Naming as a measure of SM

Overall, SM impairments are not demonstrated on standard measures for
participants in this study; with the exception of more challenging tests such as the
Graded Naming Test and The 96 Synonym (Table 2). Naming tests are used in
standard epilepsy surgery assessments; they are sensitive in providing insight into
the quality of the underlying semantic system [76]. Both left and right TLE patients
in this study reported naming and word finding difficulties, however, these were
more prominent for left TLE surgery. In speech production, naming requires the
ability to move from meaning to speech, and difficulties can be seen to represent a
problem within the semantic system. The degree to which symptoms such as word
finding difficulties are experienced, has been noted to be analogous to underlying
brain pathology [77]. Distributed models of speech production suggest an arbitrary
relationship between semantic level activation and subsequent phonological
access required for speech. This is thought to be vulnerable to the level of
activation received and under activation of the system may result in symptoms
such as naming difficulties; furthermore, this can be improved by a prompt or
feedback from the environment [78]. Perhaps surgery impacts the level of
activation required within the semantic system. Comprehension abilities are less
sensitive to semantic impairment than expressive tasks, and assessment of
comprehension abilities needs to be enhanced by including a measure which
consists of conditions such as low frequency and more abstract words and
response timing [41]. This type of assessment method is more sensitive at
detecting semantic impairment [40].
1.6.3 Clinical implications

In clinical practice it is important to consider the relevance of level of SM
impairment to everyday life. Naming difficulties are more consistently reported
than, for example, comprehension difficulties. It is possible that sensitive level of
self-report on SM is reliant on feedback from the self or the environment (e.g.
incorrect naming being pointed out during conversation). During speech, an
individual may be more consistently exposed to feedback for naming difficulties,
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via self-correction or environmental feedback. In contrast, comprehension skills
may be less reliably exposed to feedback from the environment and therefore be
at a lower level of awareness. In contrast, impaired performance on sensitive
comprehension tests such as The 96 Synonyms (Table 2), demonstrates SM
impairment. In daily life, individuals are less likely to be exposed to this level of
manipulation (infrequent, abstract words etc.) reducing the possibility of feedback
at a sensitive level from the environment. It seems unlikely that individuals with
TLE resection are anosognosic or lacking in self-awareness, as based on this
study they report a range of problems. However the degree of perceived
impairment is perhaps analogous to the level of self-awareness, which
is strengthened by feedback. It is possible that subtle SM impairments do not
cause patients difficulties on a daily basis and therefore this may be less likely to
be scored highly on a self-report measure. In addition, the nature of memory
problems may mean that patients do not recall their difficulties, highlighting the
importance of corroborating information from various sources in clinical practice,
including with formal assessment and observations. The aim of surgery is seizure
control; however, factors such as memory, adjustment, mood, social stigma can all
have an impact on quality of life. Clinical psychologists working with this client
group need to complete a holistic assessment as the risks faced by each patient
are variable and can differ according to individual characteristics. For some the
adjustment process can involve a slow transition from a sick role to normal life; if
expectations of positive life are not met there can be disappointment [90]. A
patient-centred approach with a focus beyond seizure control is essential. Further
research exploring the benefits of therapy in this patient group is required;
however, Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is a useful intervention for treating
depression and improving quality of life in patients with TLE [86].

1.6.5 Factors beyond memory

This exploration also demonstrated that both left and right TLE patients report
slowed processing, concentration and attention difficulties. This is consistent with
dysfunction associated with extra-temporal regions, and may reflect the
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multifactorial nature of cognitive impairment [14]. Perception of memory problems
can also be influenced by impairment of other cognitive functions, such as
attention and concentration [79], anti-epileptic medication, clinical, and
psychosocial factors [80].

Post-operative recovery does not seem to be limited to cognitive functioning; the
qualitative analysis highlighted that 65% of the sample reported emotional issues
and 55% reported adjustment issues post-surgery which may contribute to a
reduced quality of life. Factors such as perception of seizure control seemed to
play a crucial role in sense of identity (40%), as did post-surgery issues (20%).
However, at least 40% reported a positive impact on QOL due to improvement in
functioning at some level.

1.6.6 Mood and TLE surgery

The misperception of memory difficulties has been connected to mood problems
[81]. Scores on pre-surgical measures of depression were significantly correlated
with post-surgical self-report of mood difficulties; a large effect size was noted;
however, pre and post anxiety scores were not related. This may indicate that
participants experienced a reduction in anxiety due to better seizure control (as
found by [82]), whereas depression persists and surgery has little impact on mood.
Psychological factors including low mood have been reported to impact on
cognitive functioning [83]. TLE patients are thought to be generally more
vulnerable to depression for a multitude of reasons including temporal lobe
pathology [84] and adjustment post-surgery [85]. There is a lack of data regarding
treatment and management of patients with comorbid depression; one study
highlights the utility of CBT [86], however post-surgery data is scarce. CBT is
recommended by clinical practice guidelines [87] for treatment of depression, this
requires further consideration in patients with epilepsy.

1.7 Limitations
There are a number of limitations to this study, as discussed below.
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1.7.1 Use of non-validated measures
The questionnaire used in this study met the research objectives; however, it was
not a validated measure. The questions selected adequately probed particular
issues of interest, however without sufficient piloting it is difficult to be certain as to
the concepts being measured. The questionnaire was worded to encourage
complete information, however this was constructed via clinicians rather than
patients. This study is a pilot of this tool and standardising it with control data or
another patient population would be a useful area for future research and
development.
1.7.2 Sample
The sample consisted only of post-surgical patients and a pre/post-surgery design
would have enabled a broader discussion of memory problems pre and postsurgery. In addition, there was a marked variation between length of time postsurgery, which may potentially impact on cognitive performance and perception of
this. Finally, the group size, while typical of similar studies in TLE surgery, was
underpowered, thus limiting the power of any analysis.
1.8 Conclusions
1.8.1Clinical practice
The findings from this study suggest that SM may be assessed more accurately by
utilising a tailored assessment approach. The results demonstrate that patients
who experience a change in their memory abilities are not accurate at reporting
post-surgical SM abilities, unless this is sensitively assessed using naming tests,
sensitive receptive tests and tailored self-report. Adapting a tailored
subjective/objective approach to assessment enhances the clinicians’ ability to
derive formulation and subsequent intervention. For example under reporting of
difficulties with low scores on objective measures may require a cognitive
rehabilitation of memory to raise awareness; whereas over reporting of difficulties
and low scores on objective measures, may indicate mood problems requiring a
therapeutic CBT based intervention. The questionnaire in this study adds to
clinical utility and can be validated through clinical feedback. It is important that
sensitive naming tests are available and utilised in clinical practice, and also that
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they are ecologically valid [88]. This research also adds to existing literature in
demonstrating that surgical intervention can be an effective treatment for seizure
relief, however psychological needs may persist following surgery. Patients should
be fully informed and adequately supported to aid their adjustment.
1.8.2 Overall conclusion
In conclusion, the present study adds to the body of research investigating selfreport and objective measures in TLE resection patients. The results concur with
the current literature in that there was a discrepancy between self-reported
difficulties and those measured by standardised tests. The results support the idea
that naming tests are good predictors of SM impairment. Sensitive measures and
self-report may provide a further framework for understanding SM impairment in
TLE. The need for adequate provision of psychological support, to aid adjustment
and build on positive outcomes post-surgery is emphasised.
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Appendix 2A:Self-report TLE surgery questionnaire
Please answer the following questions using a scale of 1-10 to signify whether you have
experienced these problems since your surgery?

Frequency: 0 – Never, 3 – Rarely, 5 –Sometimes, 8– Often, 10 – Always

1) Have you experienced any problems remembering things?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2) Have you experienced any problems with understanding conversations?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3) Do you have any problems recognising or naming objects e.g. everyday objects
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4) Have you had any problem with understanding written information?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5) Have you experienced any problems with your mood or behaviour?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6) Have you experienced any other problems since the surgery?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Many Thanks
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Outliers
Measure: Graded naming test

Naming Accuracy
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Naming Speed

Synonym Judgement task -accuracy
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Appendix 2B: Background checks of the data
Synonym Judgement task speed

Camden Words
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Appendix 2B: Background checks of the data
Camden Faces

Questions from the Self-Report Measure
1. Problems Remembering
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Problems Understanding Conversations

Problems Understanding Written Information
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Problems Recognising Objects

Mood or Behaviour
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Pre surgery Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
Depression
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Pre surgery Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
Anxiety
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Synonym Naming Speed & Self report measure
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Appendix 2C: Checks for running correlational design

Graded Naming Tests & Self report measure
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Camden Words Test & Self Report Measure
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Camden Faces & Self Report measure
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Baseline HADS score and self-report measure
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Appendix 2D: Letter to chair of ethics panel at Staffordshire University
Professor David Clark-Carter
Chair of the Faculties of Health and Sciences Ethics Panel
Staffordshire University
College road
Stoke-on-Trent

Dear Professor Clark-Carter

RE: Resection in TLE; A Cognitive Profile and Perceived Cognitive Functioning in Patients
with Epilepsy

Further to my thesis with Dr John Sorensen being withdrawn, I am writing to inform you that I will
be carrying out my thesis with existing data from The University of Manchester. I have attached
the appropriate paper work that I have been provided by my clinical supervisor (Professor
Matthew Lambon-Ralph).
In my previous role at The University of Manchester I helped design and obtain funding for this
study in collaboration with Professor Matthew Lambon-Ralph. I collected all the data for this
piece of work and would wish to write it up as part of the thesis component of my DClinPsy. This
study is part of a larger research programme at The Neuroscience Aphasia Research Unit at The
University of Manchester. A proposal for this has been sent to the research director (Dr Helena
Priest) and approved. I am proposing to do a comparative study looking at neuropsychological
data and self-report data collected from 20 patients who have gone through Epilepsy surgery as a
treatment option. I have attached my proposal as a guideline. If you have any further queries
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Yours Sincerely
Sheeba Ehsan
rd

(3 Year Trainee Clinical Psychologist)
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Appendix 2E: for response approval letter from Staffordshire University
ethics panel

Faculty of Health/Faculty
of Sciences
APPLICATION FOR ETHICAL APPROVAL

Student Name
Date of Panel

Sheeba Ehsan
N/A

Status of
application:

Received for information

Thank you for informing the panel of the proposed changes to your research
project which were received by the Faculty Ethics and IPR panel chair on 22nd
February 2012.

Date: 28th February 2012

Signed: Mark Forshaw
Chair of the Faculty of Health/Faculty of Sciences Ethics
Panel
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Appendix 2G: Information Sheet for Participants

Matthew A. LAMBON RALPH
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience
Neuroscience and Aphasia Research Unit (NARU)
School of Psychological Sciences (Zochonis Building)
The University of Manchester,
Oxford Road,
Manchester M13 9PL
Tel: 0161 275 2551 (direct line)
0161 275 7348 (secretary)
Fax:0161 275 2873
Email: matt.lambon-ralph@manchester.ac.uk

Information Sheet for Participants
A STUDY INVESTIGATING LANGUAGE AND MEMORY IN PEOPLE WITH
BRAIN DAMAGE.
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will
involve.
Please read this information carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives.
Please ask if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more
information.
Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.
What is the study about?

The aim is to assess language and memory problems in people with brain damage
and to find out ways of helping these problems.
Why have I been chosen?

You have a problem with language and memory or both. Alternatively, you may
have been asked to take part to provide normative data for newly developed
assessments.
Do I have to take part in the study?

Taking part is voluntary. It is up to you whether you take part. If you do
decide to take part, you will be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to
change your mind you are free to withdraw at any time and do not have to give
a reason.
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What will happen to me if I take part?

You will be asked to carry out some language and memory tests. These may use
words, pictures and symbols. This may happen over several months but for
only up to two hours at a time.
They will help us to gain a better understanding of these problems. They will
also help us to design better tests and treatment in the future.
You can stop at anytime.
There are no drugs or medical procedures involved.
There are no risks involved. You may find that some of it will help you.
The experimenter will be able to access your medical records.
Will I be tape or video recorded?

Sometimes it may be helpful to tape or video record your answers. This might
be that the researcher cannot write quickly enough or because they want to
look at the answers in more detail.
Will my part in the study be kept confidential?

All information about you, both medical and personal will be kept strictly
confidential by use of a coding system.
All tape recordings will be locked away in a cupboard by Prof. Lambon Ralph and
will be used for the research only. At the end of the study all tapes will be
destroyed.
What will happen with the results of the study?

The study will be published in academic and professional journals. It will also be
talked about at conferences.
Further Questions?

If you have any further questions please contact me. My contact details are
given at the top of the page.

Thank you

Version 2: 22.06.07
MREC ref: 01/8/94
Neuroscience & Aphasia Research Unit
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Appendix 2H: Consent form for Participants

Matthew A. LAMBON RALPH
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience
Neuroscience and Aphasia Research Unit (NARU)
School of Psychological Sciences (Zochonis Building)
The University of Manchester,
Oxford Road,
Manchester M13 9PL
Tel: 0161 275 2551 (direct line)
0161 275 7348 (secretary)
Fax:0161 275 2873
Email: matt.lambon-ralph@manchester.ac.uk

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
A STUDY INVESTIGATING LANGUAGE AND MEMORY IN PEOPLE WITH
BRAIN DAMAGE.
We would be grateful if you would sign this consent form.
I
I
I
I

have read and understand the information sheet for the study.
YES / NO
have had the opportunity to ask questions.
YES / NO
have received the answers I need to help me make my decision.
YES / NO
understand that I am free to with draw from the study:
• At any time
• Without giving a reason
• Without affecting future medical care.
YES / NO
I agree for my doctor to be informed.
YES / NO
I agree for the researcher to have access to my medical records if necessary.
YES / NO
I agree to take part in the study.

YES / NO

Signed (Participant)________________________________________
Name_____________________________________Date__________

Signed (Researcher)________________________________________
Name_____________________________________Date__________

Version 3: 13/11/09
MREC ref: 01/8/94
Neuroscience & Aphasia Research Unit
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Appendix 2I: MREC letter

Matthew A. LAMBON RALPH
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience
Neuroscience and Aphasia Research Unit (NARU)
School of Psychological Sciences (Zochonis Building)
The University of Manchester,
Oxford Road,
Manchester M13 9PL
Tel: 0161 275 2551 (direct line)
0161 275 7348 (secretary)
Fax:0161 275 2873
Email: matt.lambon-ralph@manchester.ac.uk

13th January, 2010.
MREC: 01/8/094
Updated protocol (version 2) – to include amendments for Mental Capacity Act Section 30
Title: Neuropsychological investigation of memory and language problems with patients
with brain damage: a programme of research.
PI: Prof. M.A. LAMBON RALPH
Purpose:
Our research aim is: to improve our understanding of memory and language impairments after
brain damage; the neural basis of residual abilities; to improve clinical tools for diagnosis,
assessment and relearning. Research involves the neuropsychological and imaging methods
found in specialist clinical settings but each case is studied in greater depth. Patients are studied
in detail and individually, and compared to age- and education-matched healthy participants.
Data are published in international peer-reviewed journals (e.g., Brain, Neuropsychologia) either
as single case-studies or case-series.
Participants:
(1) Patients with memory or language deficits after brain damage (including semantic dementia,
frontotemporal dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia with Lewy bodies, head injury,
neurosurgery, temporal lobe epilepsy, stroke, encephalitis/viral infection). Potential cases are
referred by speech and language therapists, neurologists, old-age psychiatrists, other medical
professions or from support groups.
(2) Healthy participants to provide control, comparative data on new assessments or imaging
measures.
Consent procedure:
(1) Mental Capacity Act, Section 30: (see associated MCA1-s30 form)
Background and need of including patients without capacity: The vast majority of our patients
have mild, specific impairments of memory or language, and have capacity to provide informed
consent. Some patients with severe aphasia or dementia no longer have the capacity to provide
informed consent. Given the purpose and aims of this study, it is important to include the fullest
severity spectrum that is practicable, otherwise the research will not mirror clinical practice.
With support and care, such participants are able to provide important and useful data.
Determining capacity: Either Prof. Lambon Ralph or Dr. Karen Sage will assess the ability of
patients to give informed consent. Lambon Ralph is a senior neuropsychologist and a fellow of
the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists. Dr. Sage is a Senior Clinical Lecturer in
Speech and Language Therapy and has over 25 years of clinical experience. In the event of any
questionable cases, patients will be assessed for a second opinion by Dr. Sage if the patient was
first assessed by Prof. Lambon Ralph, or by Prof. Lambon Ralph if the patient was first assessed
by Dr. Sage. For patients with progressive disease, capacity will be determined on an annual
basis.
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by Dr. Sage. For patients with progressive disease, capacity will be determined on an annual
basis.
(2) Obtaining informed consent: (for participants who are able to provide informed consent).
Details of the study are provided in the information sheet. This will be provided to the patient
and their carers. The nature, aims and requirements of the study will also be discussed face-toface using aphasia-friendly materials as required. This involves discussing each section of the
information sheet. Questions and queries will be actively encouraged from the patient and their
carers. When the patient has had sufficient time to consider the information and discuss with
careers, s/he will be asked to complete the information sheet with the researcher. Each
section/question on the consent form is discussed in turn and any further queries are requested
for each element.
(3) Obtaining consultee declaration: (for participants who are unable to provide consent)
Details of the study are provided in the information sheet. This will be provided to the patient
and their nominated consultee. The patient will always be included in the discussion and
questions will be encouraged from both the patient and consultee, with the aim of involving the
patient as far as possible in the decision about whether to take part in the research. The nature,
aims and requirements of the study will be discussed face-to-face using aphasia-friendly
materials as required. This involves discussing each section of the information sheet. Questions
and queries will be actively encouraged from the patient and their consultee. When the consultee
has had sufficient time to consider the information and discuss with the patient and other carers,
s/he will be asked to complete the consultee declaration with the researcher. Each
section/question on the consent form is discussed with the consultee and patient, and any further
queries are requested for each element.
Assessment:
Patients are asked to complete a battery of neuropsychological assessments and in some cases
neuroimaging investigation. The exact form of these assessments is tailored to each individual
patient on the basis of their language/memory impairment. The battery is completed over a
series of sessions in order to avoid fatigue. We agree the length and number of test sessions in
advance with patients and their carers. We never test beyond two hours with any patient. Data
collected in the project are combined with the existing clinical information (so as to avoid
unnecessary duplication) and all newly-collected data are offered to referring clinicians.
Neuropsychological/aphasiological assessment: the nature of each patient’s impairment and
preserved skills is investigated using a battery of simple paper-and-pencil tests, or computerised
equivalents. These include the following type of assessment: naming or describing a series of
pictures; reading a list of words or repeating words spoken by the examiner. Sometimes we ask
the patients to complete these whilst also providing a cue (e.g., DOG – “it begins with “d””).
Patients are sometimes asked to point to a correct answer, given a spoken or written response.
Semantic memory is also tested by asking them to match a probe item (picture, written word,
etc) to an array of possible items. Other cognitive tests include their ability to recognise or recall
previously-seen objects or words, and to complete assessments of memory, attention and
executive, problem-solving skills (as found in most IQ test batteries), perform mental arithmetic
and other calculations. Basic perceptual processes are assessed by asking the patients to make
judgements about visual or auditory diagrams and stimuli. In some cases we also assess the
patient’s memory and language skills by asking them to try to relearn a set of items. This
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typically involves repeated presentation and practice of an object’s name with assistance from
the examiner (e.g., through repetition of the item’s name or forms of cueing).
Neuroimaging: any relevant clinical neuroimaging is collected for each patient (typically a
clinical CT or sometime MRI scan). When this is missing, is no longer available, or of poor
quality, we may ask the patient to undertake a neuroimaging investigation. We do not do this in
all cases and so there are separate information and consent/declaration forms for the
neuropsychological and neuroimaging parts of the study. The neuroimaging protocol involves
MR structural scans (e.g., T1, T2, T2*, T2 flair, or DWI) and possibly a functional scan (fMRI).
In both cases, participants are asked to lie in the scanner whilst images of the brain are taken.
For the structural scan, the participants are asked to lie still. For the functional scan, the
participants are asked to look at visually-presented stimuli or listen to words/sounds and make a
response. These behavioural tasks are exactly the same as the neuropsychological assessments
noted above. The scanning allows us to understand which brain parts are damaged and which are
supporting the patient’s remaining language and memory skills. All participants are screened
with standard MRI safety questionnaires.
Data storage and analysis
All data in whatever form collected are stored in the patient’s file. This is stored in a locked and
dedicated filing room. Patient scans, videos and audio recordings are stored on CD, DVD and
placed in the patient file. For analyses (e.g., statistical analysis of behavioural data or analyses of
the MR data) anonymised data are placed onto computers. No identifiable datasets are held or
stored on any computer.
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Appendix 2J: First paper, Lambon Ralph et al., 2012
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Paper 3: A reflexive review on thesis writing

Word count: 2745
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Abstract
This paper presents an account of the valuable experiences gained throughout
the process of completing a piece of research for the Doctorate in Clinical
Psychology. The first paper within this thesis is a systematic review of studies
investigating semantic memory (SM) problems in post-resection temporal lobe
epilepsy patients. The second paper reports an empirical investigation into SM
problems in this client group using standardised and self-report measures.
Valuable learning experiences are highlighted in this paper. An exploration of
process and reflective issues will also be offered throughout.
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1.0 Introduction
In this thesis three papers are presented. Paper 1 summarises the
systematic search for, and review of, studies examining the effects of surgical
intervention for semantic memory (SM) in adults with temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE). Paper 2 provides an empirical report of an investigation into SM impairment
using standardised neuropsychological (objective) and self-report (subjective)
measures. This final paper offers a first-person reflective account of the process
of completing this thesis and of writing the literature review and research report
papers.

1.1. The development of my interests in neuropsychology
I have always been interested in the interplay between brain and behaviour
and psychology as a means of understanding. Whilst studying for a degree in
psychology, my introduction to the discipline of cognitive neuroscience, which aims
to understand how “brain function gives rise to mental activity” (Kosslyn & Shinn.,
1992, p.146), was instrumental. During this period I volunteered in a stroke
rehabilitation ward with a dedicated clinical neuropsychologist. During my
experience as a volunteer, I learnt about the significance of clinical
neuropsychology in relation to its aims of assessment and rehabilitation of people
with altered function as a result of brain injury and illness trauma. I realised how
brain injury infiltrates thorough to behaviour and emotion, and the impact of this on
individuals and their families. I have since gained experience working in a
research capacity with some very prominent and passionate people in the area
who have encouraged my journey.
As a trainee clinical psychologist, I have worked with various clients with a
range of neurological presentations and associated deficits that can be highly
debilitating and distressing. These experiences have fostered my interest in how
psychological knowledge can be drawn on to assess and rehabilitate people.
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2.0. Selecting a research project
The process of selecting a research topic for the doctorate thesis (DClinPsy)
is never straightforward. For me, this journey began with a research project in
bipolar disorder and validating a psycho-educational tool. I will share my
experience of NHS ethical committees and the research and development process
before my third year at which point this thesis became no longer feasible for
various reasons and as a result my research path changed.
2.1. Developing as a researcher
Initially I met with a project supervisor who was teaching on the DClinPsy. I
agreed to commence a project that would require recruitment of individuals with
bipolar disorder in order to validate an interview tool. I felt that conducting such a
study would clinically benefit clients by providing psycho-education and
consequently raising awareness regarding their disorder. University peer review
approval was obtained and an application for NHS ethical approval was submitted
online, via the National Research Ethics Service (NRES). I was invited to an ethics
panel review meeting to answer questions about the research, which led to
suggestions being made and approval being granted (Appendix 3a). Further to
this, I submitted my project to the local NHS Trust for Research and Development
(R & D) approval. On reflection, I did not anticipate this stage of the process
requiring the length of time which ensued. The unpredictability generated a sense
of ‘feeling out of control’ as a student. An update meeting was arranged with my
clinical supervisor, at which I was advised that the project was no longer feasible,
due to time commitments. Perturbed by the whole situation, I contacted the
DClinPsy department and shared my concerns. Following this, I arranged a
meeting with my research colleagues in Manchester with whom I had worked as a
researcher prior to my clinical doctorate; this led to a discussion regarding data
that was already available for analysis. I then embarked on a thesis attached to my
original interest in neuropsychology.
Thinking through the available options, I realised that working with existing
data had a number of benefits at this stage. Not having to collect data would have
pragmatic advantages, given the short-time scale that was ahead. Specifically, I
thought about my contribution to the dataset that I was planning to utilise. My
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contribution in my research role had been from study design to grant application,
all the way through to data collection, analysis and write up, subsequent to which I
commenced the clinical doctorate. The data represented the field of
neuropsychology with a population of epilepsy surgery patients. This research
would provide a learning opportunity on working with data representing a unique
clinical group.
2.2. Developing the research idea
My situation dictated my thesis options and my research idea was a byproduct of my predicament. I had been instrumental in the conception of the
research idea in a conversation with my then supervisor, however this was prior to
commencing the DClinPsy. In a way this assisted me to rationalise working with an
existing data set, which was an option that I had not previously considered.
I was curious about the broader research programme at The University of
Manchester which was assessing language and memory, specifically SM, across
patient groups. I had seen a variety of clinical presentations in my role which
involved assessing cognition using standardised and novel neuropsychological
test batteries. On reflection, my clinical intuition at the time highlighted that
patients often reported different impairments to those highlighted on standardised
tests. For example, patients may report that they found certain items difficult or
disagreed with results of neuropsychological tests. A conversation at the time with
my research colleague at Manchester University led to a question around selfreport versus standardised assessment in SM. At the time, these conversations
had led to developing a self-report questionnaire measure of SM, which was used
alongside the standardised neuropsychological test battery (subjective versus
objective measures). During my doctorate, I reflected on this experience and
discussed this with my academic supervisor and research director on the
DClinPsy. This led to my decision to work with existing data comparing SM via
questionnaire (subjective) and neuropsychological test (objective) data, in
individuals who have undergone unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) resection.
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3.0. The choice of a literature review topic
Following consultation with my academic course supervisor, I realised that it
would be necessary to find out more about SM in TLE surgery patients. I was
aware of the course requirements of producing work of a publishable standard. My
supervisor suggested that I carry out a systematic review, a process that would
pose many learning opportunities and challenges. Firstly I familiarised myself with
this area of research and the process of systematic review. I had some prior
experience which was enhanced by using training available at the library and
within the NHS. I found no literature reviews on SM post resection in TLE. I
realised this would be a good opportunity to fill this gap.
Initially having a broad research focus provided me with information which
was vital for me to understand TLE. What was striking was the disparity in
measurement of aspects of SM (through expressive and receptive language
measures). A broad scooping exercise enabled a more focused review by allowing
me to reflect on my reading and my experience of the field. A key piece of
research formed an integral part of the research report (Lambon Ralph, Ehsan,
Baker & Rogers, 2012); this paper uses the same dataset that my thesis later
utilised. I was aware that as I am a co-author with my previous supervisor on this
paper; this would mean reviewing my own paper as part of the review process. I
pondered on some of the challenges this may present, and not having previous
experience of this, accepted that this was an important learning point. I discussed
this with my current academic supervisor who was encouraging and was
instrumental in assisting me to be objective in my review.
3.1. Literature review critique
The literature review was not without challenges; because I already had my
data available, I had made some assumptions regarding the research area.
However, I felt that this assisted me to take a more methodical and meticulous
approach with assistance from my supervisor. One of the key strengths of the
literature review was that it was conducted in accordance with guidelines for
systematic reviews, making it replicable (Cochrane Collaboration, 2011). This
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helped to focus my thinking around defining the review question and also
developing criteria for the inclusion of studies. On reflection, in order to shift my
thinking from a mental health project and to embrace the new study question, I
searched multiple resources such as published and unpublished work. This both
assisted me to adjust to my thesis topic and formed a crucial step in the review
process.
A limitation of the review and perhaps inevitable in research is the variation
in study designs brought together. I was disappointed by this; however I knew that
I was limited by the findings of the review.
4.0. Critical appraisal of empirical research study
4.1. Design
The design of the original study was a case series design, described as an
observational study reporting on data from a select group, without a comparison
population (Gordis, 2004). This was a key strength of this dataset as it enabled a
select group, with characteristics of interest, undergoing a novel treatment, to be
followed up. A key advantage of a case series design is that it is thought to be a
feasible design requiring fewer resources than, for example, randomised
controlled trials (Bhandari & Joensson, 2009).

4.2. Interview questionnaire
Working with a data set meant that I was required to find out more about the
measures utilised in the original study. I decided to find out more about people
with epilepsy; fortunately, I was on placement in a neuropsychology department. I
learnt that a key challenge for neuropsychologists working with individuals with
epilepsy is the measurement of cognitive functioning. My clinical experience has
demonstrated that there can be fluctuations in function caused by seizure
experience, however even healthy people can also have a certain number of low
scores when large test batteries are used. The questionnaire from which I
retrieved data, was semi structured, including open ended questions with a rating
scale. Developing a questionnaire requires conceptualisation of the construct to be
measured, and test validity is often a challenge faced when developing novel
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measures. Self-report can be seen as a measure of what the person wishes the
researcher to know, and this can be influenced by many factors. Construct validity
via self-report of a ‘real’ variable such as SM is not well established and poses a
challenge.
4.3. Procedure
Even though I worked with an existing dataset, I was aware from the original
data collection that the study procedure placed significant demands on the
participants and the researcher. The test battery which subsequently resulted in
the first published paper (Lambon Ralph, Ehsan, Baker & Rogers, 2012) required
testing durations of up to four hours over two sessions, and fatigue may have
impacted on individual performance levels.
4.4. Sample
On reflection, a group of resected TLE patients are a unique population, as
surgery is only appropriate for individuals for whom drugs have failed and/or
whose seizures originate from a localised area of the brain (amounting to
approximately 3% of those who develop epilepsy) (All Party Parliamentary Group
on Epilepsy, 2007). This presents its own challenges for this research, as
obtaining a larger sample size would require a multi-centre study on a national
level which would have larger costs. However, the current study was underpowered and this was reflected in the findings.
4.5. Analysis
The data analysis chosen for this research was correlational analysis, which
was appropriate given the research question (David Clark-Carter, 2010). The
research aim was to explore whether self-report (subjective) SM problems of postsurgery TLE patients are associated with their performance on neuropsychological
test (objective) performance. The questionnaire data was also analysed using
content analysis in order to compare right and left surgery, and also explore any
other themes important to participants in their post-surgery adjustment.
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5.0. Reflections on working with existing data

Although there were advantages of working with existing data for my clinical
thesis, it was difficult to reacquaint myself with data that I had previously collected.
The process of research can be viewed as a journey in which one is immersed
from start to finish, and any gaps in this process can cause a feeling of
detachment. This was difficult and frustrating at times as I was required to spend
significant lengths of time reviewing and re-reviewing my data. Supervision was
beneficial in understanding and exploring my own skills and self-belief in this
process.

6.0. Research implications and applications
The findings of this piece of research have implications for the clinical
practice of clinical psychologists working with epilepsy patients. The literature
review also has research implications, as it has highlighted an area of insufficient
research and perhaps a discrepancy in the ways in which patients are clinically
assessed for SM. One ethical implication to arise from this piece of work is that
using tests which are widely available yet not sensitive may not allow clinicians to
fully inform patients of cognitive risks pre-surgery. My understanding of this study
is that, firstly, various neuropsychological tests are available and used clinically,
and it is important that these are validated and standardised. However, it is equally
important for tests to have strong ecological validity. Self-report measures of
memory are less utilised, which is perhaps due to availability. Secondly, problems
outside of the focus of memory are very much present post-surgery, including
mood and adjustment issues which would also impact on memory. Naming tests
appear to provide a good measure of SM and there are a number of published
tests available, including the Graded Naming Test (GNT) (Warrington, 1980) and
the Boston Naming Test (BNT) (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub, 1983). However,
it was The 64 Naming Test from The Cambridge Semantic Battery (Bozeat et al.,
2000) that provided most relevance to self-reported problems. The BNT and GNT
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are tests that have been used over many years, and my clinical reflection would be
that they are perhaps used out of practice and other suitable measures are not
available. Perhaps the 64 Naming test is less clinically utilised as it belongs to a
larger battery of tests and has yet to make the transition into clinical practice.
6.1. Reflection on working with epilepsy and personal impact
This piece of research has provided me with many unique learning
opportunities. The most significant of these has been learning about a condition
that holds an enormous amount of stigma, even in the 21st century. Reflecting on
my clinical experience in epilepsy services, patients are not referred for stigma and
coping with epilepsy, but for treatment assessment i.e. surgery. My research led
me to reflect upon the reasons why stigma may still surround epilepsy. One
possibility is that society responds with fear to what may be perceived as loss of
control.
6.2. Self-reflection and conclusions
On reflection I have struggled somewhat to meet the challenges of
completing time limited research. I have always had an organised proactive
approach towards my work, however due to the change in thesis topic I found it
difficult to re-gain my momentum. My ability to cope was also reduced by the fact
that I was no longer part of my cohort, who provided a vital support system during
training. I acknowledge the value of having supervisors to guide you when
completing research. The clinical psychologist’s role is one of scientist practitioner,
which requires a host of attributes including dedication, motivation and resources.
My thesis has allowed me to consider whether a balance between research and
clinical practice would be possible, which is something I would endeavour to
achieve once qualified. As a result of my learning throughout this thesis, my
interest in epilepsy has continued to grow, and I am fortunate to work with this
client group clinically. I feel motivated to further consider measures with ecological
and cultural validity within this population, and ways in which to improve my clinical
practice and develop the service within which I am employed.
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Appendix 3a: Peer review approval

Sheeba Ehsan
Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Clinical Psychology Training Programme Staffordshire University
1st Floor, Mellor Building College Road, Stoke on Trent
ST4 2DF

Dear Sheeba
Illness related knowledge amongst bipolar affective disorder (BAD) patients; validation
of an assessment tool
The above project has received final approval from the Independent Peer Review Committee
and is permitted to progress for ethical review. Please find attached the peer review
comments and accompanying letter for the above project. LREC requests that all peer
review proforma/s are sent along with your LREC application form.
Although this project has been deemed appropriate based on scientific merit, you may
wish to incorporate the reviewer’s constructive comments to strengthen your protocol.
Management
approval
You should arrange for all relevant NHS care organisations to be notified that the research
will be taking place, and provide a copy of the REC application, the protocol and this letter.
All researchers and research collaborators who will be participating in the research must
obtain management approval from the relevant care organisation before commencing any
research procedures. Where a substantive contract is not held with the care organisation, it
may be necessary for an honorary contract to be issued before approval for the research can
be given.
Clinical trial of a medicinal
product
Please remember that, if your project is a clinical trial of a medicinal product, MHRA
approval is required. You must submit a request for a clinical trial authorisation under the
Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trials) Regulations 2004. Further details can be found at
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http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/l-unit1/documents/websiteresources/con2022633.pdf
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Nicola Leighton on 01782
733306. Yours sincerely
Professor Shaughn O’Brien
Chair – Independent Peer Review
Committee CC

R&D Office,

Combined Healthcare

Chair
NHS Research Ethics Committee
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Dear Sir/Madam

Investigator :

Sheeba Ehsan

Name of study :
Illness related knowledge amongst bipolar affective disorder (BAD)
patients; validation of an assessment tool
Please find attached the peer review of the above
project.
The project was initially awarded a grade 2 (minor revisions were required. Clarification and
more information was requested regarding:1.
2.
3.
4.

Why the impact of psycho-education on care-givers was not considered?
Why are measures of self-efficacy not included?
Analysis for phase 1
And a copy of BAD was requested

The Independent Peer Review Committee are satisfied that the issues raised have been
answered and that the project can now be awarded a grade 1 and therefore can proceed
for ethical review without any revision.
We have informed the applicant that although this project has been deemed appropriate
based on scientific merit, they wish to incorporate the reviewer’s constructive comments to
strengthen their protocol.
We have also stressed to the applicant that the Independent Peer Review Committee is NOT
linked to or a Sub-Committee of the Local Research Ethics Committee and that you may
identify ethical issues of your own.
Yours sincerely

Professor Shaughn O’Brien
Chair - Independent Peer Review Committee
Enc

CC

R&D Office Combined Health Care
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PEER REVIEWER’S PROFORMA
Research Project Details
Project title

Illness related knowledge amongst bipolar affective

Name of principal investigator
Institution of principal

disorder (BAD) patients; validation of an assessment
Sheeba Ehsan
Student

The important or relevance of the problem to be
addressed in relation to either or both of:

5. The particular field of research as a whole
BAD causes a lot of psychological distress to service-users
and carer givers/family members, and so developing an
educational tool with the potential to alleviate some of this
distress is an important research area.
6. The value of this research for health or social care
Increasing understanding of the condition amongst serviceusers and family member/care- givers will provide a stronger
therapeutic environment where service-users are more
compliant with treatment, and caregivers will have greater
understanding of the needs and plight of the service-users.

The quality and relevance of the background
information provided

The literature review is thorough, detailed, knowledgeable,
relevant and well written. The context for the proposed study is
set by description of a pilot (incidentally, conducted by the
supervisor) where validity of the Bipolar Affective Disorder
Interview [BADI] was assessed in 1 assistant psychologist and
3 service-users.
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Design, methods and strengths and weakness of the proposed plan
of investigation
The design and methods are appropriate to the aim of evaluating the clinical utility of the
Bipolar Affective Disorder Interview [BADI].
The study is divided into 2 phases:
Phase 1 - content validity of the assessment tool performed using an expert panel
consisting of 5 experts, phase 2 - administration of the BADI to 34 service-users pre
and post an educational package.
Analysis
Phase 1 - qualitative feedback and
ratings. Phase 2 - repeated measures
t-test
However, I have a number of queries which I’m sure the applicant can easily address.
It appears that the impact of psychoeducation on carer-givers is not being assessed.
Please explain why.
Other measures of self-efficacy etc are not included. Please explain
why. A copy of BADI was not included in paperwork. Please
provide.
Details of specifics of analyses for phase 1 qualitative feedback and ratings omitted.
Please specify.

If the research presents ethical concerns, does the plan of investigation/scientific
background address these concerns?
NB - The final decision about ethics rests with the Local Research Ethics Committee

Main ethical issue is the blurring of boundary between research and clinical care. Letter of
invitation for example, doesn’t make explicit that the service-user is being invited to
participate in a research project.

The quality of analysis provided (statistical or qualitative, as appropriate)

Good as far as it goes. More detail required (see earlier section detailing
strengths/limitations.
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The capacity and expertise of the research team in the context of the proposed study

The capacity and expertise of the research team in the context of the
proposed study
Appropriate

Appropriateness of resource requirements
Seems fine
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General feedback (indicate major areas where changes will be required, indicate
whether any weaknesses indicated in any of the above categories are major or minor
areas of concern)

Assessment of Merit
Grading
1

Description
Proceed without any revision. Project may be submitted for
appropriate NHS/University approval and then to either the
Local or the Multi-Centre Research Ethics Committee.

Please tick

2

Minor amendments or Further information required. Revise
project according to reviewer(s) recommendations.
Document to be checked by Internal Committee Member
prior to Chairman’s approval to proceed.

X

3

Complete major revision required. Principal Investigator to
discuss outcome with Centre/Programme Director and agree
plan to complete substantive revision of the project (with
support as agreed). Resubmission will need to be reviewed
and approved by Internal Committee Member, prior to
Chairman’s approval to proceed.

4

Reject on the basis that the project has major scientific flaws

Please e-mail completed form to Nicola Leighton, Research Governance
Administrator (n.leighton@uso.keele.ac.uk) with a paper copy being sent
with your signature.
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